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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Horsley & Witten, Inc. (H&W) was contracted by the Massachusetts Department of 
Conservation and Recreation (formerly the Department of Environmental Management) 
to develop the first phase of a Comprehensive Water Supply Plan for the Ten 
Mile/Narragansett Bay and Mt. Hope Bay Shore Watersheds.  The overall purpose of the 
study is to determine the future water use needs for selected communities in Southeastern 
Massachusetts and to compare these needs with three potential constraints.  The first 
potential constraint is the permitted volume of withdrawal for each community.  The 
second potential constraint is the ability to site new groundwater withdrawals if 
necessary.  The third potential constraint involves an assessment of the existing stresses 
to the underlying aquifers in each community. 
 
The plan focuses on twelve communities in southeastern Massachusetts, which overlay 
areas of three major basins (Figures 1 and 2).  The twelve communities are Attleboro, 
Dighton, Fall River, Foxboro, Mansfield, North Attleborough, Plainville, Rehoboth, 
Seekonk, Somerset, Swansea, and Wrentham.  Other communities were incorporated into 
the water budget analysis since sub-basin boundaries extended beyond the twelve 
primary communities.  The only other Massachusetts community incorporated in these 
analyses was Westport, MA.  In Rhode Island, Pawtucket, East Providence, Barrington, 
Bristol, Warren and Tiverton were also part of the preliminary water budget calculations.   
 
The project combines data inventory and analyses to assess existing water supply 
conditions and to project potential future demands.  Information from local, regional, 
state and national agencies were integrated into a five-stage analyses that combines the 
standardization of disparate data sets with analytical techniques for the purposes of long 
term water supply forecasting.  The five stages of the project are: 
 
1. Project Water Supply Needs Through 2020; 
2. Identify and Map Existing Water Supplies; 
3. Identify Areas for Future Water Supply Exploration; 
4. Map Interim Wellhead Protection Areas (IWPAs); and 
5. Develop Preliminary Water Budget Analyses on a Subwatershed Level. 
 
The development of projected water supply needs included: 
 
1. Population projections based on the Southeastern Regional Planning & Economic 
Development District (SRPEDD) and the Massachusetts Institute for Social and 
Economic Research (MISER) population estimates,  
2. Water needs projections based on the Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP) Annual Statistical Reports (ASRs) and the Generic Water Needs Forecast 
Methodology, and  
3. A comparison of forecasted water needs with the safe yields, permitted 
withdrawals, and current pumping capacities of the twelve communities.   
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Based on the current permitted withdrawal for each community and the projected future 
water needs, six communities do not need additional supply.  The six communities are 
Dighton, Foxboro, Plainville, Somerset, Swansea, and Wrentham.  Five other 
communities, including Attleboro, Fall River, Mansfield, North Attleborough, and 
Seekonk, will need additional water withdrawals to meet their future water needs. The 
Town of Rehoboth currently does not have a public water system. 
 
To identify and map all existing water supplies, the MassGIS (Massachusetts Geographic 
Information Systems) public water supply coverage was cross-referenced with the DEP 
Southeast Region Office Water Management Act database.  Wells within the database 
were projected into ArcView GIS using the reported latitude and longitude coordinates 
and corrected using qualitative judgment where necessary.  H&W gathered data 
regarding permitted pumping rates from the SERO database and cross-referenced with 
ArcView data stored within the MassGIS database.  The final collection of wells was 
stored in both database and GIS format.  The new coverage includes 103 withdrawals 
with reported permitted pumping rates and 40 with no reported pumping rates for a total 
of 143 withdrawals. 
 
To identify areas for future water supply exploration, spatial datalayers within the 
MassGIS data library were divided into categories of “opportunities” and “constraints”.  
“Opportunity” coverages were comprised of aquifer features that represent areas of 
potentially significant groundwater yield.  “Constraints” included those areas that would 
preclude the establishment of wells such as sensitive habitat areas, urbanized land use, or 
fixed radii around contaminated sites.  The resulting areas of opportunity collectively 
cover approximately 10.9 square miles throughout the 12 communities and have been 
stored in GIS format.   
  
To inventory the wellhead protection areas surrounding supply wells, the GIS based 
supply well coverage developed in Task 2 was compared with MassGIS coverage for 
Zone 2 and IWPAs.  This exercise confirmed that all public supply wells were 
accompanied by either a Zone 2 boundary or an IWPA. 
 
The final task, developing a water budget for specified subwatersheds, built upon the 
previous tasks and was performed using data exclusively within ArcView GIS.  The 
water budgets were performed on sub-basins delineated using MassGIS sub-basin 
coverage along with guidance from the Massachusetts Department of Conservation and 
Recreation (DCR).  The GIS based model uses the pumping records gathered from 
municipal Annual Statistical Reports (ASRs) to examine water withdrawals in “average 
annual” and “peak summer” withdrawal scenarios.  Digitized water supply system and 
sewer service envelopes were used to develop a spatial approach to calculating return of 
water to the aquifer through septic systems or loss of water to the aquifer via centralized 
sewer disposal.  The net loss of water to the aquifer within each subwatershed was then 
compared to different stream flow statistics to assess the relative impacts of water 
consumption on the hydrologic system.    
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The results of the preliminary water budget analyses suggest that four subwatersheds 
show net losses from the aquifer in both peak summer and average annual conditions: the 
Bungay River, Cole River, Coles Brook, and Upper Ten Mile River.  Five subwatersheds 
show gains from interbasin transfers: Cook/Townsend Hills, the Quequechan River, the 
Runnins River, the Seven Mile River, and the West Branch Palmer River.  One 
subwatershed, North Watuppa Pond, showed no significant change in either scenario.  
 
The results of the preliminary water budget analyses for each subwatershed (Task 5) were 
compared with the results of the water needs assessment (Task 1).  The comparisons with 
Task 1 suggest that, of the five communities identified as needing future increases in 
permitted volumes, four contain aquifers that did not show losses in the water budget 
analyses.  These communities include Fall River, Attleboro, North Attleborough and 
Seekonk.  The majority of the fifth community, Mansfield, lies outside the study 
subwatersheds and may be able to establish sustainable wells in those outlying areas.     
 
The results of the preliminary water budget analyses (Task 5) were also compared with 
the identification of potential future water supply exploration (Task 3).  This comparison 
was used to add another “constraint” to those originally applied within Task 3 relative to 
future water supply exploration.  The assumption in this comparison is that there would 
be no future exploration where aquifers showed a loss within the preliminary water 
budget.  The comparison revealed that, although each community showed potential areas 
under Task 3, only four communities showed potential areas for future water supply 
exploration after the stressed aquifers were applied as a constraint.  These remaining 
communities include Fall River, Rehoboth, Seekonk, and Swansea.  Of the 10.9 square 
miles originally identified within Task 3, 3.7 square miles remained. 
 
During the development of this study, the events of September 11, 2001 radically 
changed the way water supply data are perceived in the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts.  Because of heightened awareness of the threat of terrorist attacks, data 
that were once readily available to the public (e.g. pumping records, water supply 
location and water system distribution maps) were not made available to H&W for a 
period of many months while a protocol for sharing these data was developed.  As a 
result, much of the data used in these analyses were shared with H&W under a restricted 
agreement.  In particular, water supply system mapping was used to develop the 
preliminary subwatershed water balances and is regarded by state and local officials as 
confidential material.  The water supply system envelopes digitized by H&W are 
therefore not shown as part of this report.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Horsley & Witten, Inc. (H&W) was contracted by the Massachusetts Department of 
Conservation and Recreation (DCR, formerly the Department of Environmental 
Management) to develop the first phase of a Comprehensive Water Supply Plan for the 
Ten Mile/Narragansett Bay and Mt. Hope Bay Shore Watersheds.  The overall purpose of 
the study is to determine the future water use needs for selected communities in 
Southeastern Massachusetts and to compare these needs with three potential constraints.  
The first potential constraint is the permitted volume of withdrawal for each community.  
The second potential constraint is the ability to site new groundwater withdrawals if 
necessary.  The third potential constraint involves an assessment of the existing stresses 
to the underlying aquifers in each community. 
 
The project combines data inventory and analyses to assess existing water supply 
conditions and to project potential future demands.  Information from local, regional, 
state and national agencies were integrated into a five-stage analyses that combines the 
standardization of disparate data sets with analytical techniques for the purposes of long 
term water supply forecasting.  The five stages of the project are: 
 
1. Project Water Supply Needs Through 2020; 
2. Identify and Map Existing Water Supplies; 
3. Identify Areas for Future Water Supply Exploration; 
4. Map Interim Wellhead Protection Areas (IWPAs); and 
5. Develop Preliminary Water Budget Analyses on a Subwatershed Level. 
 
The following report provides detailed descriptions of the technical approaches applied to 
each task, the results of analyses, and a discussion of these results.  The report is 
organized to reflect five overall stages, with a discussion of how these analyses are inter-
related at the end of Task 5. 
 
1.0 PROJECTED WATER SUPPLY NEEDS THROUGH 2020 
 
H&W conducted a water needs forecast for the 12 communities identified in the 
Comprehensive Water Supply Plan Phase 1, which fall within the Ten Mile River, 
Narragansett Bay and Mt. Hope Bay Shore Watersheds.  The 12 communities are 
Attleboro, Dighton, Fall River, Foxboro, Mansfield, North Attleborough, Plainville, 
Rehoboth, Seekonk, Somerset, Swansea, and Wrentham.   
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The scope of work included population projections based on the Southeastern Regional 
Planning & Economic Development District (SRPEDD) and the Massachusetts Institute 
for Social and Economic Research (MISER) population projection estimates, water needs 
projections based on the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) Annual 
Statistical Reports and the Generic Water Needs Forecast Methodology developed by the 
Massachusetts Water Resources Commission, and a comparison of forecasted water 
needs with the safe yields, permitted withdrawals, and current pumping capacities of the 
12 communities.  MISER's research involves planning, strategy, and forecasting, with a 
focus on social, economic, and demographic issues. This work is designed to formulate 
new public policy for use by government policy makers, as well as to develop 
information systems showing the relationship between public policy and the economy of 
Massachusetts and New England. 
 
1.1 Population Forecast 
 
H&W compiled the latest population projections developed by the SRPEDD, MAPC, and 
MISER.  The SRPEDD and MAPC data have been updated with the census 2000 data 
and the projected populations are completed for 2010 and 2020.  H&W interpolated the 
data for 2005 and 2015 by using the average natural logarithmic growth rate used in the 
projection.  The populations of Foxborough and Wrentham are not included in the 
SRPEDD database, but they are included in the MAPC database.  In addition, Swansea 
Water Department demonstrated that the Town has a higher population than the 2000 
Census through the use of more recent study data provided by Comprehensive 
Environmental Inc.  Therefore, the Swansea population projection was adjusted to reflect 
these new data. SRPEDD and the MAPC census data are summarized in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Population Forecast Based on SRPEDD/MAPC Data 
 
Community Census SRPEDD/MAPC Data % increase 
 Population  
  2000 2005 2010 2015 2000 
From 2000 
to 2020 
Attleboro 42,068 43,721 45,440 47,096 42,068 16.0 
Dighton 6,175 6,605 7,065 7,496 7,954 28.8 
Fall River 91,938 92,077 91,938 92,355 92,495 0.6 
Foxboro 16,246 16,098 16,940 17,290 17,148 5.6 
Mansfield 22,414 24,739 27,305 29,649 32,195 43.6 
North Attleborough 27,143 28,118 29,127 30,103 31,111 14.6 
Plainville 7,683 8,115 8,572 9,006 9,462 23.2 
Rehoboth 10,172 10,874 11,624 12,329 13,076 28.5 
Seekonk 13,425 13,665 13,910 14,150 14,395 7.2 
Somerset 18,234 18,536 18,842 19,144 19,450 6.7 
Swansea 17,359 17,648 17,942 18,231 18,525 6.7 
Wrentham 10,554 10,678 11,392 11,686 11,703 10.9 
Total 283,411 290,874 300,097 308,535 316,326 11.6 
 
The latest MISER data were developed in 1999.  Fortunately, the Massachusetts Highway 
Department (MassHighway) completed the population projection for the region using the 
MISER data and projected the population to 2025.  Therefore, H&W has used the 
MassHighway data for this study.  The only adjustment is made to Swansea. The 
MassHighway data are summarized in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Population Forecast Based on MISER Data 
 
Community Census Population % increase 
  2000 2005 2010 2015 
From 2000 
to 2020 
from 2000 
to 2020 
Attleboro 42,068 44,044 45,610 47,650 49,689 18.1 
Dighton 6,175 6,763 6,960 7,422 7,884 27.7 
Fall River 91,938 93,285 94,226 95,739 97,251 5.8 
Foxboro 16,246 16,645 16,901 17,161 17,425 7.3 
Mansfield 22,414 24,454 26,116 28,114 30,112 34.3 
North Attleborough 27,143 28,346 29,174 30,418 31,552 16.2 
Plainville 7,683 8,253 8,423 8,914 9,405 22.4 
Rehoboth 10,172 11,238 11,911 12,847 13,783 35.5 
Seekonk 13,425 13,959 14,128 14,565 15,002 11.7 
Somerset 18,234 18,678 18,743 19,114 19,484 6.9 
Swansea 17,359 17,781 18,052 18,327 18,606 7.2 
Wrentham 10,554 11,320 11,778 12,254 12,749 20.8 
Total 283,411 294,766 302,022 312,525 322,942 13.9 
 
1.2 Water Needs Forecast 
 
The water needs forecast for each community was calculated according to the Generic 
Water Needs Forecast Methodology, developed by the River Basin Planning Program of 
the Massachusetts Water Resources Commission.  The method is described in Appendix 
A.  
 
The average water supply needs for each community were calculated from the amount of 
total water pumped and reported to the Department of Environmental Protection in the 
1998 to 2002 Annual Statistical Reports (Appendix B).  The same reports also had the 
consumption information breakdown for water usages.  The pumping data were used to 
determine the current town-wide and residential consumption per capita per day, non-
residential consumption per day, and unaccounted-for water.  Once these parameters 
were established, future water demands were estimated based on future population 
projections, town commercial and industrial growth rates, previous town water demand 
data, and percentages of the unaccounted-for water.  
 
The Generic Water Needs Forecast Methodology specified two methods for water supply 
projections.  Communities having a residential consumption rate of less than 80 gallons 
per capita per day, and/or an unaccounted-for water percentage below 15%, were 
estimated using Method 1.  However, if the communities had a current residential 
consumption rate of 80 gallons per capita per day or more, and an unaccounted-for water 
percentage of 15% or more, Method 2 was used instead.  Method 2 primarily restricted 
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the residential consumption rate to 70 gallons per capita per day, and the unaccounted-for 
water percentage to 10%.   
 
Another factor considered in the water supply forecast was the non-residential growth 
rate, comprised of the commercial and industrial growth rate.  This growth rate was 
obtained by using either the town’s planning data or past water demand records.  If the 
town’s planning data were available, the growth rate was based on these data.  However, 
if the town’s planning data were not available, the growth rates were based on the 
previous nine years of water consumption data.  Growth rates are presented within the 
calculation spreadsheets contained in Appendix C, D, and E. 
 
The water need projections from 2005 to 2020 are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.  The 
detailed calculation worksheets based on SRPEDD/MAPC population data are included 
in Appendix D.  Appendix E contains the detailed calculation worksheets based on the 
MISER population data.   
 
Table 3. Water Need Projection Based on SRPEDD/MAPC Data (reported in 
MGD) 
 
1998 to2002 2005 2010 2015 2020 
% 
increase  
Community 
-------------average daily demand------------- 
From 
2000 to 
2020 
Method 1       
Dighton 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.56 0.60 27.7 
Fall River 13.67 13.51 13.49 13.55 13.57 -0.7 
Foxboro 2.02 2.00 2.11 2.15 2.13 5.5 
Mansfield 2.00 2.20 2.43 2.64 2.87 43.5 
North 
Attleborough 2.91 2.96 3.07 3.17 3.27 12.4 
Plainville 0.65 0.66 0.7 0.73 0.77 18.5 
Seekonk 1.46 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.56 6.9 
Swansea 1.27 1.29 1.32 1.34 1.36 7.1 
Subtotal 24.45 24.6 25.16 25.68 26.13 6.9 
Method 2       
Attleboro 5.19 5.36 5.53 5.7 5.88 13.3 
Somerset 3.11 3.3 3.49 3.68 3.68 24.1 
Wrentham  0.99 1.00 1.05 1.07 1.07 8.1 
Subtotal 9.29 9.66 10.07 10.45 10.81 16.4 
Total 33.74 34.26 35.23 36.13 36.94 9.5 
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Table 4. Water Needs Projections Based on MISER Data (reported in MGD) 
 
1998 to 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 
% 
increase 
Community 
-------------average daily demand------------- 
From 
2000 to 
2020 
Method 1       
Dighton 0.47 0.51 0.53 0.56 0.59 25.5 
Fall River 13.67 13.68 13.82 14.04 14.26 4.3 
Foxboro 2.02 2.07 2.1 2.13 2.17 7.4 
Mansfield 2.00 2.18 2.33 2.51 2.68 34.0 
North 
Attleborough 2.91 2.99 3.07 3.20 3.32 14.1 
Plainville 0.65 0.67 0.69 0.73 0.77 18.5 
Seekonk 1.46 1.52 1.53 1.58 1.63 11.6 
Swansea 1.27 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.36 7.1 
Subtotal 24.45 24.92 25.39 26.09 26.78 9.5 
       
Method 2       
Attleboro 5.19 5.39 5.55 5.76 5.97 15.0 
Somerset 3.11 3.32 3.47 3.67 3.87 24.4 
Wrentham  0.99 1.04 1.08 1.11 1.14 15.2 
Subtotal 9.29 9.75 10.10 10.54 10.98 18.2 
Total 33.75 34.68 35.49 36.63 37.76 11.9 
 
 
1.3 Water Needs Comparison 
 
H&W has compiled the current water supply information to include safe yields, permitted 
withdrawals, and pumping capacities for each water source as provided by the 12 
communities (Appendix F).  It is important to note that the concept of “safe yield” refers 
to the capacity of the pump to provide the permitted volume of water from a mechanical 
perspective.  This definition is derived from DEP Water Supply Guidelines.  Safe yield, 
for the purposes of this discussion, does not refer to the capacity of the aquifer to supply 
the permitted withdrawal.  This information has been totaled for each town, and a 
summary is shown below in Tables 5 and 6, along with the future water need projections 
from Tables 3 and 4 above. 
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Table 5. Water Supply Needs Comparison with SRPEDD/MAPC Data (reported 
in MGD) 
 
Safe Yield 
Permitted 
Withdrawal Pump 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 Communities 
(GW1) (GW+SW2) Capacity ---------------average daily demand--------------- 
Attleboro 4.4 5.7 8.5 5.19 5.36 5.53 5.7 5.88 
Dighton 0.7 0.7 1.3 0.47 0.5 0.53 0.56 0.6 
Fall River 24 14.6 34.6 13.67 13.51 13.49 13.55 13.57 
Foxboro 5.9 5.5 4.2 2.02 2.0 2.11 2.15 2.13 
Mansfield 9.3 2.4 9.6 2.0 2.2 2.43 2.64 2.87 
North 
Attleborough 2.8 2.8 n/a 2.91 2.96 3.07 3.17 3.27 
Plainville 1.5 1.2 1.6 0.65 0.66 0.7 0.73 0.77 
Rehoboth No public water system       
Seekonk 5.3 1.5 4.3 1.46 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.56 
Somerset 5.6 4.2 4.6 3.11 3.3 3.49 3.68 3.86 
Swansea 1.5 1.5 3.5 1.27 1.29 1.32 1.34 1.36 
Wrentham 2.3 2.3 2.3 0.99 1.0 1.05 1.07 1.07 
Total 62.4 41.5 74.5 33.74 34.26 35.23 36.13 36.94 
1 groundwater; 2 surface water 
 
Table 6. Water Supply Needs Comparison with MISER Data (reported in MGD) 
 
Safe Yield 
Permitted 
Withdrawal Pump 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 Communities 
(GW1) (GW+SW2) Capacity ---------------average daily demand--------------- 
Attleboro 4.4 5.7 8.5 5.19 5.39 5.55 5.76 5.97 
Dighton 0.7 0.7 1.3 0.47 0.51 0.53 0.56 0.59 
Fall River 24 14.6 34.6 13.67 13.68 13.82 14.04 14.26 
Foxboro 5.9 5.5 4.2 2.02 2.07 2.1 2.13 2.17 
Mansfield 9.3 2.4 9.6 2.00 2.18 2.33 2.51 2.68 
North 
Attleborough 2.8 2.8 n/a 2.91 2.99 3.07 3.2 3.32 
Plainville 1.5 1.2 1.6 0.65 0.67 0.69 0.73 0.77 
Rehoboth No public water system       
Seekonk 5.3 1.5 4.3 1.46 1.52 1.53 1.58 1.63 
Somerset 5.6 4.2 4.6 3.11 3.32 3.47 3.67 3.87 
Swansea 1.5 1.5 3.5 1.27 1.3 1.32 1.34 1.36 
Wrentham 1.4 1.4 2.3 0.99 1.04 1.08 1.11 1.14 
Total 62.4 41.5 74.5 33.74 34.67 35.49 36.63 37.76 
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1.4 Conclusion 
 
Based on the current permitted withdrawal for each community and the projected future 
water needs, six communities do not need additional supply.  The six communities are 
Dighton, Foxboro, Plainville, Somerset, Swansea, and Wrentham.  Five other 
communities, including Attleboro, Fall River, Mansfield, North Attleborough, and 
Seekonk, will need additional water withdrawals to meet their future water needs. The 
Town of Rehoboth currently does not have a public water system. 
 
2.0 IDENTIFICATION AND MAPPPING OF EXISTING WATER SUPPLIES 
 
The goal of this task was to compile existing data for public and private withdrawals 
from different state agencies and combine these data into well-organized ArcView GIS 
coverages.  To accomplish this, H&W consulted two state databases to map the existing 
water supplies within the twelve subject communities.  (A third database, RIGIS, was 
used to map wells within Rhode Island for Task Five).  These databases included the 
MassGIS spatial database for library and the Southeast Regional Office (SERO) 
Massachusetts Water Management Act (WMA) database.  These databases were cross-
referenced using both visual and qualitative methods to develop a final set of 
comprehensive well data.   
 
2.1 Development of the Database 
 
Using the MassGIS coverage as a locus, the wells found within the WMA database were 
cross-referenced by projecting them onto the same map using the specified latitude and 
longitude coordinates.  Where well locations matched, the names within the data were 
checked to ensure these wells were the same.  All of these matches proved to be 
redundancies and the WMA points were therefore eliminated.   
 
Where well locations did not show a match, the names from the WMA database were 
again checked against the MassGIS coverage.  In cases where the same well from the 
WMA database appeared in a different location from the MassGIS coverage, the 
MassGIS location was assumed to be correct.  In three instances, points unique to the 
WMA database (not found in MassGIS coverage) appeared in locations that were 
obviously incorrect.  These supplies were for the North Attleborough National Fishery, a 
Morse Brothers, Inc. cranberry bog, and Byrne Sand and Gravel.  These points were 
moved using best professional judgment based on withdrawal description or the provided 
address. 
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The final inventory of wells was categorized into two shapefiles for WMA and non-
WMA wells.  The data supplied by MassGIS was linked to the relevant data within the 
WMA database to create more detailed attribute information for the spatial coverages.  
Where permitted pumping volumes were absent within the WMA database, further data 
research was performed using non-spatial ArcInfo data tables within the MassGIS library.  
These tables are included as supplementary data within the MassGIS library but have no 
associated visual display.  Data from these secondary sources accounted for 
approximately 20% of the overall missing pumpage volumes.  The resulting withdrawal 
database contains 143 withdrawals, of which 103 have an associated average daily 
pumping rate.  The data tables are included in the digital coverages (CD) provided as an 
attachment to the report.  These data are considered confidential by state and local 
officials and will be distributed at the discretion of DCR. 
 
2.2 Recommendations for Further Study 
 
The database created for this task combines two primary sources of well location/ 
withdrawal for this region and one secondary source.  The MassGIS database provides 
the highest quality location data for these wells while the WMA database adds additional 
locations as well as the highest quality permitted withdrawal data.  Further investigation 
into MassGIS archives provided some additional pumping and general withdrawal 
information.  However, 40 withdrawals within the subject communities still have no 
reported withdrawal within the database.  These withdrawals represent a combination of 
existing and potential water supplies, therefore it is possible that the withdrawals for 
potential supply were not determined at the time these data were compiled.   
 
It is therefore recommended that further research be performed to fill any withdrawal 
volume data gaps within the database.  Also, it is recommended that the three previously 
mentioned withdrawals with poor quality location data be field checked to determine the 
appropriate latitude and longitude for the database. 
 
3.0 IDENTIFICATION OF AREAS FOR FUTURE WATER EXPLORATION 
 
H&W used available datalayers from MassGIS to isolate potential areas for future 
groundwater exploration.  The datalayers within the library were inventoried and divided 
into two general categories: “opportunities” and “constraints”.  A summary of the 
datalayers attributed to each category is provided below in Table 7.  Metadata for these 
files are included in Appendix G. 
 
Table 7. MassGIS Datalayers Used to Isolate Potential Areas for Groundwater 
Exploration 
 
Datalayers Application 
Opportunities for Exploration 
Aquifers Regional spatial distribution of “high” and “medium” yield 
aquifers throughout the Commonwealth. 
Land Use Land use by town that includes areas where exploration 
would most likely take place (forest, open space, etc) 
Constraints on Exploration 
Underground Storage Tank (UST) 
Locations 
500-foot radius was drawn around each UST 
Vernal Pools 350-foot radius drawn around each vernal pool within the 
study area 
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Table 7. MassGIS Datalayers Used to Isolate Potential Areas for Groundwater 
Exploration (cont’d.) 
 
Datalayers Application 
Constraints on Exploration 
Solid Waste Facilities 1,000-foot buffer drawn around each solid waste facility in 
the study area 
Wetlands Wetland coverage provided on a 1:5,000 scale 
Major Rivers, Streams, and Ponds State-wide coverage for major surface water bodies 
2001 Orthophotos 1:5,000 color orthophotos used to confirm constraints based 
on land use 
 
Once these datalayers were compiled, ArcView GIS was used to eliminate the areas of 
constraint from within the areas of opportunity.  For example, wetland areas overlaying 
the aquifer were subtracted since exploration would be difficult within wetland 
boundaries.  Once all of the constraints were subtracted in this manner, the remaining 
areas of opportunity served as a preliminary locus for potential future source water 
exploration.  This datalayer was created solely by cross-referencing the attribute data 
tables compiled within MassGIS.  Once these areas of potential exploration were 
established, recently issued orthophotography was used to refine the preliminary 
analyses.  The areas for potential groundwater exploration were refined where the 
datalayer covered well-developed areas or major roads.  The remaining aquifer areas are 
sparsely spread across the study region and cover nearly 7,000 acres or approximately 
10.5 square miles (Appendix I).  The largest concentrations of potential exploration area 
by municipality are found in the communities of Mansfield (2.2 square miles) and 
Rehoboth (2.6 square miles).  Table 8 summarizes the extent of the potential areas for 
groundwater exploration developed using the GIS-based approach. 
 
Table 8. Coverage of Areas for Potential Groundwater Exploration by 
Municipality 
 
Municipality Area for Potential Groundwater Exploration (Acres) 
Attleboro 498 
Dighton 205 
Fall River 99 
Foxborough  478 
Mansfield 1,430 
North Attleborough 339 
Plainville  234 
Rehoboth 1,673 
Seekonk 402 
Somerset 6 
Swansea 778 
Wrentham 585 
  
Total 7,000 
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The coverage created within this task represents a completely digital approach to 
isolating potential areas for groundwater exploration.  The coverage can therefore be used 
as a guide for local water suppliers when considering future supply needs within each 
community.  Because these datalayers were created solely through the use of digital data, 
field investigation would be required to confirm the presence of accessible and adequate 
groundwater supply. 
 
It is important to note that an undeveloped 400-foot protective radius would be required, 
at a minimum, for new withdrawals.  Therefore, those areas identified for potential water 
supply exploration that could not contain a radius of this size may not be viable options.  
These smaller areas were kept in the resulting shapefile, however, since future changes in 
adjacent land use may make these areas large enough to provide an adequate protective 
radius.  For example, if existing agricultural areas are converted to protected open space, 
this change may expand the capacity of a town to provide adequate wellhead protection 
areas. 
 
4.0 MAPPING INTERIM WELLHEAD PROTECTION AREAS 
 
For this task, H&W used the refined withdrawal database to isolate those groundwater 
withdrawals that serve as water supplies within the subject communities.  These wells 
were then reviewed within ArcView GIS to determine whether the required wellhead 
protection areas had been delineated.  These areas could include both Zone 2s and 
IWPAs.  Where these protection areas were not present, H&W planned to delineate 
IWPAs based on standard radius calculations determined by pumping volume.  The 
review of the revised database and MassGIS wellhead protection areas revealed that all 
drinking water supply wells do have an associated Zone 2 or IWPA.  Therefore, no 
further delineation of wellhead protection areas was performed. 
 
5.0 PRELIMINARY WATER BUDGET ANALYSES 
 
H&W developed preliminary water budget analyses for subwatershed areas within the 
larger Ten Mile/Narragansett and Mt. Hope Bay watersheds.  Ten subwatershed areas 
(see Figure 2) were delineated using MassGIS subwatershed coverage and through 
communication with DCR staff.  The concept of the water budget involves quantifying 
water inflow and water outflow within a discreet drainage area to determine if current or 
future water withdrawals may have adverse effects on aquifer water supply.  Losses or 
“outflows” to aquifer water supply can be caused by well withdrawals, piping stormwater 
through stormdrains, or infiltration of groundwater into existing sewer lines.  Gains or 
“inflows” to an aquifer can be caused by enhanced infiltration practices, recharge from 
septic systems, or natural recharge.   
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H&W developed the following water budgets as a preliminary assessment, anticipating 
future phases of study (personal communication DCR staff).  These assessments, 
therefore, not only serve to indicate potential issues with water quantity, but also serve to 
identify data needs that would provide for more refined analyses.  The methodology 
developed in this task was programmed into ArcView GIS as an interactive model.  Users 
can enter data for recharge rates, pumping rates, and other necessary inputs to develop a 
report summarizing the overall water budget.  In its current state, the model uses existing 
MassGIS data and data developed within this study as default values for conservative 
analyses.  Where local knowledge offers more precise data, the model provides a simple 
graphical user interface allowing the user to input data for more refined subwatershed 
water budget analyses.     
 
5.1 Information Sources and Analytical Tools 
 
5.1.1 Commonwealth of Massachusetts Executive Office of Environmental Affairs 
(EOEA) Guidance for the Development of Water Budgets 
 
EOEA Technical Assistance Bulletin #4, Open Space and Resource Planning Guidance 
Document for 418 Plans (EOEA, 2001), provides basic guidance for communities 
looking to develop water budgets for projected development or buildout analysis.  Within 
the document, basic calculations are provided that account for stream flow variation, the 
presence of impervious surfaces, and well water withdrawal.  This document was used 
for basic guidance purposes as well as for developing “effective impervious” area 
coefficients.  A copy of this document is provided in Appendix A.   
 
5.1.2 MassGIS Spatial Database and Watershed Analyst Tool 
 
MassGIS is the agency within EOEA responsible for the generation, organization and 
dissemination of GIS coverage on the state level.  Within the MassGIS data library are 
several datalayers integral to the development of the preliminary water budget.  Table 9 
summarizes the MassGIS datalayers used in the development of the water budget.  
MassGIS documentation for the development of these data, otherwise known as 
“metadata,” is provided in Appendix G. 
 
Table 9. MassGIS Datalayers Incorporated into the Water Budgets 
 
Surficial Geology 
Surficial geology coverage was developed on a regional level and 
used in this study to determine annual recharge rates.  Actual 
recharge rates assigned to different geology types are described 
below. 
Land Use  
Land use coverage provided by MassGIS was used to refine the 
recharge estimates derived from surficial geology pursuant to 
EOEA guidance (EOEA, 2001).  
Hydrography 
The hydrography coverage provides a comprehensive 
representation of surface water and wetland features at a scale of 
1:25,000. 
Majors Ponds and Rivers 
These datalayers cover major water features throughout the 
Commonwealth and were used to complement data from the 
Hydrography coverage.  
Subwatersheds 
The subwatersheds used in the study were derived from MassGIS 
and were modified based on personal communication with DCR 
staff. 
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Table 9. MassGIS Datalayers Incorporated into the Water Budgets (cont’d) 
 
Massachusetts Department of 
Environmental Protection (DEP) 
Public Water Supply Data Layer  
The water supply layer was used to evaluate Water Management 
Act (WMA) permit data.  
 
 
Also included within the MassGIS Viewer is the Watershed Analyst Tool extension.  
This application uses the capabilities of ArcView Spatial Analyst to perform a variety of 
hydrologic exercises, including the automated delineation of drainage areas to a specified 
point in a river or stream. 
 
5.1.3 Rhode Island Geographic Information Systems (RIGIS) Spatial Database 
 
RIGIS is a state agency that is the Rhode Island equivalent to MassGIS, and has 
generated an extensive library of spatial datalayers for Rhode Island useful to the 
development of the preliminary water budgets.  Although the inventory of datalayers is 
not identical as those produced by MassGIS, several layers are similar enough to be used 
in conjunction with MassGIS layers.  The following table summarizes the datalayers that 
were used for the analyses.  Metadata for these datalayers are included in Appendix H. 
 
Table 10. RIGIS Datalayers Incorporated into the Water Budgets 
 
Surficial Geology 
Rhode Island surficial geology layers were merged with MassGIS 
data where the study area crossed the state line.  These data were 
developed on a regional level and used to determine annual 
recharge rates. 
Land Use  
Land use coverage provided by RIGIS was merged with MassGIS 
data where the study area crossed the state line.  These areas were 
used to refine the recharge estimates derived from surficial 
geology based on EOEA guidance (EOEA, 2001). 
Major Ponds and Streams These datalayers provide statewide coverage for surface water features throughout Rhode Island. 
Wetlands 
This statewide coverage was used to complement the data 
provided by Major Ponds and Streams by providing more 
comprehensive coverage of areas with no recharge.  
Sewered Areas* 
These datalayers were used to determine which areas of Rhode 
Island discharged sewage to surface water vs. those that use on-
site septic systems. 
RI Community Supply and Non-
Community Supply Wells 
These datalayers were used to locate wells within the study area 
and quantify potential withdrawals. 
*Not available from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.  Massachusetts sewer service envelopes were 
digitized by H&W using maps from municipalities. 
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5.1.4 Water Withdrawal Database, Department of Environmental Protection, Southeast 
Regional Office (SERO) 
 
DEP Southeast Regional Office maintains records of major public and private water 
withdrawals for the communities within this study.  For security purposes, this 
information was not included in any of the graphics within this report.  Only the digital 
files delivered as part of the model, which will be distributed at the discretion of DCR, 
contain any of this information.  These withdrawals include those that are within the 
WMA program, and those that withdraw quantities of water less than 100,000 gallons per 
day.  H&W communicated the data needs and the study region boundary to SERO and 
received a database output of known withdrawal volumes and locations.  This data base 
was used to cross-reference data supplied by MassGIS and to add supplemental data 
relative to permitted withdrawal to the GIS database.   
 
5.1.5 United States Geological Survey (USGS) STREAMSTATS Application 
 
USGS developed a spatial model called STREAMSTATS that estimates stream-flow 
statistics for rivers and streams throughout most of Massachusetts.  The application is 
interactive and works within the ArcView environment by the user clicking on a point 
within a visually projected stream-flow network.  From the chosen point in the stream, a 
drainage basin is delineated using the same procedure as the Watershed Delineator Tool 
developed by MassGIS.  The USGS application then goes further to develop a series of 
stream-flow statistics based on rainfall, surficial geology, slope, and data from existing 
stream gages.  This application was used to generate stream flow statistics for comparison 
with results from the preliminary water budget analyses.  USGS documentation of 
STREAMSTATS, as it appears on the website, is provided in Appendix J.  
 
5.1.6 Annual Statistical Reports (ASRs) for Municipal Water Supply 
 
To develop water budget analyses that reflect existing withdrawal conditions, H&W 
consulted ASRs for each community within the watershed areas.  For the purposes of 
these analyses, H&W gathered three consecutive years of reporting, 2000-2002.  The 
reports identified which withdrawals are historically active and how much water has been 
historically withdrawn at these sites.  These reports were used to develop average annual 
and peak summer withdrawals volumes for use within the model.  These data were 
attached to the withdrawal “point file” developed as part of the study. 
 
5.1.7 Wastewater Treatment Facility Flow Records 
 
H&W obtained wastewater treatment facility flow data from selected treatment facilities 
in the area.  The quantity and quality of these data varied depending on the reporting 
capabilities of each facility.  These data were used to estimate rates of groundwater 
infiltration into existing sewer system infrastructure within the model.  A more detailed 
description of these calculations is provided below. 
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5.1.8 Wastewater and Water Supply Distribution Maps 
 
Wastewater and water supply distribution maps were provided by each municipality in 
Massachusetts that contained a portion of the watershed areas within this study.  For 
security purposes, this information was not included in any of the graphics within this 
report.  Only the digital files delivered as part of the model, which will be distributed at 
the discretion of DCR, contain any of this information.  These maps were provided under 
strict agreement and do not appear in any figures within the narrative report.  Digitized 
versions of these areas are provided as part of the GIS model, as the model depends on 
these data to perform calculations.  Distribution of the model and these digital data will 
be at the discretion of the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR). 
 
5.1.9 Personal Communication with Water Supply, Wastewater, and Environmental 
Professionals 
 
H&W relied heavily upon continuous communication with a variety of professionals to 
refine many of the assumptions taken from conventional literature research.  Local water 
supply and wastewater superintendents provided distribution and collection maps for the 
Towns within the study area to be incorporated into the GIS model.  These materials, 
especially those for water supply distribution mapping were shared with the 
understanding that they are confidential in nature and would not be used for purposes 
outside of the scope of this project.  Beyond local input, personal communication with 
representatives from the Massachusetts Water Resource Authority (MWRA), the United 
States Geological Survey (USGS), the Charles River Watershed Association (CRWA), 
the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MDEP), and MassGIS was 
integral to the development of technically sound preliminary water balances.  Personal 
communication with these agencies is cited throughout this report. 
 
5.2 The Conceptual Model 
 
The water budget developed by H&W calculates the net loss or gain of water to an 
aquifer based on a series of impacts from water supply, wastewater management, and 
land use characteristics (Figure 3).  The resulting loss or gain to the aquifer is then 
compared to selected stream flow values.  Comparing these values provides an 
understanding of the relative impact that withdrawals are having on the aquifer under 
specific conditions.  Through consultation with DCR, H&W developed a model that 
examined impacts from average annual and peak summer withdrawal conditions.  In 
addition to these withdrawals from the aquifer, H&W also included infiltration of 
groundwater into sewer systems as a loss to the aquifer.  Research into existing 
wastewater treatment plants revealed that all centralized wastewater flow from the study 
area represents a loss to the aquifer, either as an interbasin transfer or as a direct 
discharge to surface water. In each of the subwatersheds within the overall study area, 
calculations were incorporated into the model to account for wastewater recharge from 
on-site septic systems. 
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Once the net loss of water during average annual and peak summer withdrawal 
conditions was calculated, the volume of water loss was compared to different stream 
flow calculations.  Using guidance provided by DCR staff, H&W developed three sets of 
stream flow data to compare with net water loss calculations: 
 
1. Stream flow statistics provided by the USGS STREAMSTATS application; 
2. Real-time stream flow data from the Ten-Mile River stream gage; and 
3. Baseflow calculations as a function of recharge from rainfall. 
 
The baseflow calculations provided as a function of rainfall incorporate stormwater 
runoff quantifications through the use of “effective impervious” coefficients.  These 
coefficients account for inflow of runoff into sewer systems and direct discharge of 
runoff to surface waters.  A more detailed description of this approach is provided below. 
 
The stream values provided by H&W are intended as a point of reference for potential 
impacts.  The comparison of the modeled withdrawals against stream flow values is not 
intended for more sophisticated evaluations of impacts to in-stream habitat.  Such 
sophisticated evaluations require much more refined data sets and a more narrow 
geographic scope to quantify seasonal reductions for individual stream reaches. 
 
5.3 GIS Data Manipulation 
 
GIS data used within the model included, land use, water withdrawals, surficial geology 
and hydrologic features.  These data were gathered from disparate data sets or were 
developed for the project to accommodate the needs of the model.  Sources of data 
included MassGIS, RIGIS, SERO WMA database, and printed maps. 
 
Because several of the study subwatershed areas cross from Massachusetts into Rhode 
Island, two distinct sets of state GIS data were standardized for use within the model.  
Depending on the data set, two basic tasks were performed:  spatial reprojection and/or 
attribute data standardization.  Because the scope of this study focused on 
Massachusetts’s communities, the data included in the MassGIS database were used as 
the basis for all transformation.  All RIGIS datalayers were therefore made contiguous 
with those from MassGIS, both from the perspective of spatial display and with regard to 
the content of attribute tables. 
 
Spatial reprojection within ArcView was performed using the ArcView Projection Utility 
Wizard extension.  RIGIS provides all spatial data in North American Datum (NAD) 
1983 Rhode Island Foot US, while MassGIS data are provided in NAD 1983 
Massachusetts Mainland Meters.  Using these coordinate systems, each of the datalayers 
described in Table 11 was made contiguous with MassGIS data.  Where there were 
minute discrepancies along the borders of the State of Rhode Island (only visible at scales 
below 1:10), these slivers of land were deleted from the analyses.  The total area of these 
discrepancies was insignificant. 
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Data conversions were performed for surficial geology and land use coverages for the 
study areas within Rhode Island.  Land use codes were changed to match MassGIS codes 
using best professional judgment.  Although many of the land use descriptions matched, 
some were slightly different.  In areas of residential use, for example, the lot density 
categories were not identical, so qualitative judgment was used to standardize these areas.  
Tables 11 and 12 show the data conversions used for land use and surficial geology. 
 
Table 11. Conversion of RIGIS Land Use to MassGIS Land Use Classifications 
 
RIGIS Land Use Classification Corresponding MassGIS Land Use Conversion 
Residential 
111 High Density  10 Multi-Family  
112 Medium-High Density 11 High-Density 
113 Medium Density  12 Medium-Density 
114 Medium-Low Density  12 Low-Density 
115 Low Density  12 Low-Density 
Commercial 
120 Commercial 15 Commercial 
Industrial 
130 Industrial 16 Industrial 
Transportation 
141 Roads 18 Transportation 
142 Airports 18 Transportation 
143 Railroads 18 Transportation 
145 Active Landfills and Junkyards 19 Waste Disposal 
146 Power Lines 24 Power Lines 
147 Water Based Transport 32 Transport Facilities 
Mixed Urban 
150 Mixed Urban 15 Commercial 
Other Urban 
161 Urban Parks, Zoos, Stadiums 7 Participation Recreation 
162 Urban Open Space 17 Urban Open 
163 Cemeteries 34 Cemeteries 
Institutional 
170 Education, Health, Correctional 31 Urban Public 
Agricultural 
210 Pasture 2 Pasture 
220 Cropland 1 Cropland 
230 Orchards, Groves, Nurseries 21 Woody Perennial 
240 Animal Farms 16 Industrial 
250 Idle Agriculture 6 Open Land 
Forest 
310 Deciduous Forest 3 Forest 
320 Evergreen Forest 3 Forest 
330 Mixed Deciduous 3 Forest 
340 Mixed Evergreen 3 Forest 
Brushland 
400 Brushland 21 Woody Perennial 
Water 
500 Water 20 Water 
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Table 11. Conversion of RIGIS Land Use to MassGIS Land Use Classifications 
(cont’d) 
 
Wetlands 
 600 Wetlands 4 Wetlands 
Barren Lands 
710 Beaches 25 Sandy Beach 
720 Sandy Areas Other than Beaches 6 Open Land 
730 Outcrops 6 Open Land 
740 Quarries 5 Mining  
750 Transitional Areas 17 Urban Open 
760 Mixed Barren 6 Open Land 
 
 
Table 12. Conversion of RIGIS Geology Data to MassGIS Geology Classifications 
 
RIGIS Surficial Geology Classification Corresponding MassGIS Surficial Geology Conversion 
  
“Outwash” “1 Sand & Gravel”  
“Till”  “2 Till” 
“Water”*  “3 Alluvium” 
* Although “Water” is not technically a type of surficial geology, these areas corresponded to streambed 
areas and closely resembled the distribution pattern of the “Alluvium” coverage in MassGIS. 
 
 
5.4 Calculation of Water Loss 
 
5.4.1 Water Withdrawals 
 
H&W examined all readily available data to determine the best approach to calculate 
water losses within each sub-basin.  With regard to well location, spatial data were 
processed to both inventory and locate all wells within the SERO withdrawal database.  
These locations represent the most recent and accurate available inventory.  A full 
inventory of wells was incorporated into the GIS as part of Task 2. With regard to 
existing pumping, H&W reviewed data within both the SERO WMA database and 
withdrawal records within municipal reports to assess the most accurate and consistent 
method for quantifying withdrawals.   
 
The data associated with the withdrawal location points gathered in Task 2 of this study 
potentially contain two records of pumping rates:  registered and permitted.  Although 
these recorded volumes are useful for examining potential future withdrawal, they do not 
necessarily provide an accurate representation of which withdrawals are regularly used 
by municipalities and at what rates.  Under actual present day conditions, it is unlikely 
that all wells within any of the subwatersheds would be pumping at their maximum daily 
pumping for a sustained period.  As a result, H&W incorporated data from Annual 
Statistical Reports (ASRs) to develop more realistic water budget calculations.  ASRs 
provide monthly withdrawal volumes for each withdrawal point in a municipal system.  
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These values were analyzed by H&W to determine the average annual and the peak 
summer rates of withdrawal for each withdrawal point.  These values were included in 
the model as default values and can be changed by the user as data continue to develop. 
 
5.4.2 Infiltration of Groundwater into Sewer Systems 
 
Infiltration is defined as “water entering a sewer system, including sewer service 
connections, from the ground through such means as defective pipes, pipe joints, 
connections, and manhole walls” (Metcalf & Eddy, 1991).  Metcalf & Eddy reports that 
infiltration rates can range from 100 to 10,000 gallons per day per inch of pipe width by 
mile of pipe length (gal/day x in-mi). The actual rates of infiltration will vary depending 
on the age of the system, the quality of the construction material, the quality of 
maintenance, and relative elevation of groundwater to the collection system (Metcalf & 
Eddy, 1991).  H&W consulted with municipal wastewater system operators, the MWRA, 
and DCR to develop a reasonable approach to quantifying infiltration within the GIS 
environment.   
 
Unless a complex network of meters is installed throughout a sewer system, it is difficult 
to develop a precise understanding of how much groundwater infiltrates into a sewer 
system.  As infrastructure ages and wears, small leaks can appear anywhere in the system 
allowing for steady volumes of groundwater to seep into the pipes.  It is possible, 
however, to develop a reasonable estimate of these infiltration rates by examining 
influent volumes to wastewater treatment facilities at selected times in the flow record 
(personal communication Vicki Gartland, DCR; personal communication Carl Leone, 
MWRA).  Specifically, influent flow rates can be examined for the lowest service periods 
(2-5 AM) during dry weather conditions.  In less urban areas with limited late-night 
commercial or industrial activity, these data can provide a reasonable estimate of 
groundwater infiltration rates.  Focusing on periods of extended dry weather will ensure 
that stormwater inflow is not occurring and providing flow beyond the daily infiltration 
volumes. 
 
The wastewater treatment facilities that best suited this analysis were those serving 
Attleboro, North Attleborough/Plainville, and Somerset.  Data from these facilities were 
examined during low-service dry-weather periods.  Data from the Fall River wastewater 
clearly showed significant volumes of night time flows owing to higher levels of 
industrial, commercial, and hospital use generally associated with more urbanized areas.  
These data were therefore not included in the infiltration rate calculations.  Flow volumes 
from the remaining sewage treatment facilities were compared by dividing the estimated 
infiltration volume by the area of the sewer service envelope.  This preliminary 
calculation provided a rate of flow per acre of sewer service envelope.  These different 
values were then averaged to estimate a region-wide infiltration rate.  The overall average 
infiltration flow was 335 gallons per day per acre of sewer envelope.  This value is 
provided as a default in the GIS-based model, but can easily be changed if better data 
become available. 
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5.5 Calculation of Wastewater Recharge 
 
To account for artificial recharge from wastewater, H&W used a simplified approach 
based on information from local water departments and an examination of wastewater 
mapping.  The first step in this analysis was to quantify the amount of water being 
distributed throughout the subwatershed on a “unit area” basis.  This is accomplished by 
evenly distributing the withdrawal volumes across the water service envelope per acre.  
For example, if one million gallons of water is distributed each day over 2,000 acres, the 
water supply envelope receives an average of 500 gallons per day per acre of service.   
 
The second step in this calculation is to determine the acreage of the water supply 
envelope that will discharge through septic systems.  The area serviced by septic systems 
was determined by overlaying the water service envelope on to the sewer system 
envelope.  Where the water system envelope does not overlay the sewer system envelope, 
these areas are considered to be serviced by septic systems.  Once this area was 
calculated, the acreage was multiplied by the volume of water received per acre.  
Following the example above, if the water supply system delivers 500 gallons per day per 
acre, and 100 acres are serviced by septic systems, then 50,000 gallons of water per day 
is delivered to areas serviced by septic systems. 
 
The final step in calculating the return of water through septic systems is to multiply the 
total volume of water delivered to the septic area by an assumed reduction due to 
consumption.  Consumptive loss within these subwatersheds occurs primarily as actual 
drinking water consumption and lawn irrigation, although other domestic activities such 
as car washing and filling swimming pools will account for some consumptive loss in 
residential areas.  In these areas, a wastewater recharge return rate of 85% (Horn, 2000) 
was applied.  In other words, 85% of the water distributed to these areas was assumed to 
return to groundwater via septic systems.  Following with the above example, if 50,000 
gallons of water is delivered each day to areas serviced by septic system, these areas are 
recharging 42,500 gallons per day to the aquifer. 
 
5.6 Calculation of Stream Flow 
 
5.6.1 Stream Flow as a Function of Recharge to Groundwater 
 
The most consistent component of stream flow is baseflow, which is derived from 
groundwater discharge.  Water from rainfall or wastewater discharge that recharges to 
groundwater provides a steady supply of water discharge to rivers and streams, and often 
ensures continuous flow during ecologically critical drought conditions.  Accordingly, 
H&W performed baseflow calculations for each subwatershed using the digital data in 
the GIS.  The results of these calculations provide reasonable estimates of average flow 
conditions in dry weather throughout the year and were compared with average annual 
withdrawal scenarios developed in the model. 
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To quantify recharge from rainfall on an annual basis, H&W used a composite of digital 
datalayers from MassGIS and RIGIS (see Tables 11 and 12).  The spatial data in these 
files were processed within the model to first eliminate those areas assumed to provide no 
recharge, such as surface water bodies.  Once these areas were eliminated, the model 
assigned a recharge rate to the remaining areas based upon the combined land 
use/surficial geology characteristics.  Where surficial geology is found to be sand & 
gravel, a base recharge rate of 24 inches per year is used (Hansen et al., 1992).  Where 
surficial geology is till, a base recharge rate of 8 inches per year is applied (Mazzafferro 
et al, 1979; Melvin et al, 1992; Morrissey, 1983; Olimpio et al., 1984; Starn et al., 2000).  
These recharge rates are used as default values within the model and can be changed by 
the user if local knowledge indicates that different values are more appropriate. 
 
5.6.2 Adjusting Recharge Rates to Account for Stormwater Runoff 
 
The base recharge rates selected for the model were modified to account for land use by 
using fixed percentages adapted from the EOEA guidance (EOEA, 2001) and recent 
literature.  These adjustments were made for “effective impervious” cover.  Effective 
impervious cover represents the percentage of overall impervious area that precludes 
rainfall from becoming recharge.  Effective impervious areas are most commonly those 
that route stormwater directly to receiving water bodies or into stormdrain systems.  
EOEA (2001) provides rates of “effective imperviousness” associated with the land use 
categories found within the MassGIS database.   
 
H&W used these rates in conjunction with other studies (Capiella et al., 2001; Zariello, 
2000) and communications with hydrology professionals (personal communication, Nigel 
Pickering CRWA) to develop an adjustment coefficient for each impervious percentage 
applied to land use codes.  For example, the effective impervious coefficient for 
commercial land use is 63%.  Therefore, the model would reduce the recharge rate of a 
commercial property on sand and gravel by 63% (24 inches per year to 8.9 inches per 
year).  Table 13 summarizes the effective impervious coefficients adapted from EOEA 
Technical Bulletin #4 (EOEA, 2001) and other sources.  It is important to note that, in 
some developed areas, stormwater recharge can actually be increased depending on the 
runoff management strategies implemented on specific sites.  The reductions applied to 
specific land use areas in this study, therefore, represent averages across the region. 
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Table 13. Summary of Stormwater Adjustment Factors for Land Use 
Categories 
 
Land Use Category* Reduction Percentage Applied to Recharge Source 
Participation Recreation 1 EOEA, 2001 
Spectator Recreation 2 EOEA, 2001 
Water-Based Recreation 1 EOEA, 2001 
Multi-Family Residential 64 Zariello et al., 2000  
High-Density Residential 11.2 Capiella et al., 2001 
Medium-Density Residential 2.5 Zariello et al., 2000 
Low-Density Residential 2.5 Zariello et al., 2000 
Commercial 63 Zariello et al., 2000 
Industrial 71 EOEA, 2001 
Transportation 71 EOEA, 2001 
Waste Disposal 1 EOEA, 2001 
Saltwater Sandy Beach  1 EOEA, 2001 
Golf 1 EOEA, 2001 
Marina 71 EOEA, 2001 
*Only those land use categories that have a reduction coefficient are listed in the above table.  All other 
categories within the MassGIS database have no reduction coefficients. 
 
Once all recharge rates are adjusted according to effective impervious cover, the 
cumulative baseflow is calculated by multiplying that rate of recharge by the area of each 
land use within the subwatershed.  The model developed for this study performs these 
calculations once the user has provided the appropriate base recharge rates for sand & 
gravel, glacial till, and wetland areas.   
 
 
5.6.3 Stream Flow from the USGS STREAMSTATS Application 
 
H&W used the USGS STREAMSTATS application to develop a series of stream flow 
data for each subwatershed.  The purpose of using this application within the water 
budget was to provide flow statistics to compare with both the average annual and peak 
summer withdrawal scenarios.  The application works in GIS by calculating stream flow 
statistics from a specified point on a centerline network provided for all of the surface 
waters within the three watersheds.  H&W selected those points on the centerline network 
that best represented ultimate discharge of flow from each of the subwatershed areas.  
Where a subwatershed in the study has more than one major discharge point (e.g. the 
Cole River), STREAMSTATS was run for each discreet discharge point, and the results 
were added together to calculate the aggregate stream flow for the entire drainage area 
(Figure 4).   
 
STREAMSTATS calculates a wide range of statistics for each point chosen by the user 
ranging from the 99th to 50th percentile exceedance flow, and including the 7Q10, 7Q2, 
and August median stream flow.  All results are reported in cubic feet per second (cfs).  
The amount that was chosen to best represent average annual flow was the 50th percentile 
exceedance flow.   
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The amounts chosen to best represent summer conditions were the 90th percentile 
exceedance (dry conditions) and the 98th percentile exceedance (extreme drought 
conditions) (personal communication, Fletcher Pyle formerly of MA DEM Water 
Resources Division).   
 
5.6.4 Stream Flow Statistics Developed by Prorating Existing Data  
 
A daily stream flow gage is located on the Ten Mile River close to its discharge point in 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island (USGS #01109403).  This station measures flow within the 
subwatershed area designated “Upper Ten Mile River” for the purposes of this study.  
The data record used for these calculations, downloaded from the Internet, covers the 
period from October, 1986 through September, 2001.  
 
Following the STREAMSTATS approach described above, H&W calculated three 
separate stream flow statistics from this record: the 50th percentile, 90th percentile, and 
98th percentile exceedance flows.  These values were chosen to best represent average 
annual conditions (50th percentile exceedance) and drought conditions (90th and 98th 
percentile exceedance).   
 
Under DCR guidance, the three statistics developed from the Ten Mile River gage were 
pro-rated to each of the other subwatersheds in the study as a function of the ratio of the 
watershed areas.  For example, if the Bungay River subwatershed were exactly half the 
size of the Ten Mile River subwatershed, the Ten Mile River statistics were multiplied by 
0.5 to calculate Bungay River values.  This exercise assumes that each subwatershed in 
the region has similar overall hydrogeologic profiles, and, therefore, each stream 
responds similarly to both seasonal and wet weather conditions.  Each of these values is 
provided as a comparison to the overall water loss in each subwatershed to gage the 
relative impacts from different withdrawal scenarios.   
 
5.7 Results of Preliminary Water Balance Calculations 
 
5.7.1 Summary of Stream Flow Analyses 
 
The stream flow analyses performed for each of the subwatershed analyses were designed 
to provide a variety of stream flow values with which to compare losses to the aquifer.  
While a complete analysis of the value of these different stream flow calculations was 
outside the scope of this report, some general observations were made. 
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The values provided in the prorated flow analysis represent adjustments to actual stream 
flow values recorded on the Ten Mile River.  As such, these values theoretically 
incorporate impacts from development such as well withdrawals, flows provided by 
wastewater treatment facility outfalls, and impacts from impervious cover.  Comparing 
the modeled loss to the aquifer to these flows is therefore, in a sense, a circular exercise.  
However, the comparison is still valuable for examining the relative impact of aquifer 
loss within the overall flow regime.  The loss or gain to the aquifer, when examined as a 
percent of the existing flow exceedances, provides a sense of how sensitive these systems 
will be to potential future changes.  For example, where the loss to the aquifer represents 
a significant percentage of the prorated flow, future reductions in withdrawal could 
significantly increase the relative flow in either average annual or peak summer 
conditions. 
 
The baseflow values provided as a function of rainfall are calculated within the model for 
each discreet drainage area.  It is important to realize that, in two instances, upgradient 
subwatersheds are flowing into downstream subwatersheds.  The Bungay River, Coles 
Brook, and Seven Mile River all flow into the Upper Ten Mile River.  Also, the North 
Watuppa Pond subwatershed contributes to the Quequechan River subwatershed.  The 
baseflow values calculated for these subwatershed areas are reported as both discreet 
baseflows and aggregate baseflows in the results tables below.  Table 14 summarizes the 
different flow calculations performed for comparison with calculated losses to the aquifer 
systems.  
 
It should be noted that baseflow calculations incorporate losses to the aquifer from 
impervious surface development.  In developed areas, losses to the aquifer are assumed 
as a specific percentage of impervious area.  These areas are modeled as if stormwater 
runoff is routed to sewer systems or directly to receiving water bodies.  As a result, 
developed subwatersheds experience significant losses to aquifer recharge over the 
course of the year.  Table 15 compares the baseflow calculations provided by the model 
and calculations for undeveloped conditions. 
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Table 14.  Calculated Stream Flow Values Summary (reported in cfs) 
 
SUBWATERSHED STREAMSTATS (percentile exceedance) 
Prorated Daily Stream Flow 
(percentile exceedance) 
Baseflow  
(discreet 
drainage area) 
Baseflow  
(aggregate 
drainage area) 
 98
th  
 
90th  
 
50th  
 
98th  
 
90th  
 
50th  
 
Calculated as Recharge 
Bungay River 0.4 1.9 7.4 3.8 5.9 17.8 9.0  
Cole River         1.4 3.6 32.3 15.3 23.9 72.7 28.2
Coles Brook         0.1 0.2 3.3 1.6 2.5 7.5 2.4
Cook/Townsend Hills 0.1 0.3 1.9 2.7 4.1 12.6 3.6  
North Watuppa Pond 0.7 1.7 11.3 5.7 8.9 27.0 11.4  
Quequechan River 1.4 3.7 30.7 9.5 14.8 45.0 17.3 28.7 
Runnins River 0.6 1.4 10.0 7.2 11.3 34.2 16.4  
Seven Mile River         0.6 1.6 12.6 6.2 9.6 29.3 11.8
Upper Ten Mile 
River 3.8*        9.2* 54.6* 16.0 25.0 76.0 35.4* 58.5*
West Branch Palmer 
River 2.2        5.6 80.5 25.5 39.8 121.0 54.5
 
*These values do not account for the flow from the North Attleborough Wastewater Treatment Facility, which discharges directly to 
the Upper Ten-Mile River.  The average daily flow from this facility is approximately 4.33 mgd or 6.7 cfs.  
 
 
 
 
 
Table 15. Loss of Baseflow Due to Impervious Cover/Stormwater Diversion 
 
Subwatershed 
Calculated Baseflow 
(Existing Conditions) 
Calculated Baseflow    
(Pre-Development 
Conditions) 
Loss of Baseflow 
from Impervious 
Cover 
Bungay River 9.0 9.7 0.7 
Cole River 28.2 29.5 1.3 
Coles Brook 2.4 2.4 0.0 
Cook/Townsend Hills 3.6 4.6 1.0 
North Watuppa Pond 6.8 7.1 0.3 
Quequechan River 18.9 20.7 1.8 
Runnins River 16.4 18.3 1.9 
Seven Mile River 11.8 12.8 1.0 
Upper Ten Mile River 58.5 66.3 7.8 
West Branch Palmer 
River 54.5 55.9 1.4 
 
 
5.7.2 Summary of Average Annual Withdrawal Analyses 
 
Net losses of water to the aquifer within each subwatershed were calculated for average 
annual withdrawal conditions pursuant to DCR guidance.  Elements of the calculations 
include losses from withdrawal and infiltration of groundwater into sewer systems as well 
as returning volumes from septic system discharge.  Figure 5 shows the distribution of 
“gaining” versus “losing” aquifers across the study area.  The results of average annual 
analyses are shown in Table 16.  The comparison of these water budget calculations to 
stream flow values is shown in Table 17. 
 
Table 16. Results of Preliminary Water Budget Analyses Under Average
 Annual Withdrawal and Stream Flow Conditions (values reported in cfs) 
 
Subwatershed Withdrawal 
Volume 
(cfs) 
Infiltration to 
Sewer Systems 
(cfs) 
Return Through 
Septic Systems 
(cfs) 
Net Gain/Loss 
(cfs) 
Bungay River 1.3 0.0 0.5 -0.7 
Coles Brook 0.5 0.0 0.2 -0.2 
Cole River 5.9 0.0 4.2 -1.7 
Cook/Townsend 
Hills 0.0 0.0 0.4 +0.4 
North Watuppa 
Pond 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Quequechan River 0.0 0.0 0.2 +0.2 
Runnins River 0.0 0.0 0.9 +0.9 
Seven Mile River 0.0 0.0 1.0 +1.0 
Upper Ten Mile 
River 3.3 0.0 1.2 -2.2 
West Branch Palmer 
River 0.8 0.0 1.3 +0.5 
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Table 17.  Comparison of Modeled Loss to Aquifer in “Average Annual” Scenarios 
 
SUBWATERSHED  STREAMSTATS Prorated Daily Stream Flow 
Baseflow from 
Recharge 
 
Calculated Gain/Loss 
to Aquifer 
(cfs) 
50th 
percentile 
(cfs) 
percent 
change 
50th 
percentile 
(cfs) 
percent 
change 
Baseflow 
(cfs) 
percent 
change 
Bungay River -0.7 7.4 -9.7% 17.8 -4.0% 9.0 -8.0% 
Cole River        -1.7 32.3 -5.1% 72.7 -2.3% 28.2 -6.0%
Coles Brook        -0.2 3.3 -7.3% 7.5 -3.2% 2.4 -10.0%
Cook/Townsend Hills +0.4 1.9 +19.4% 12.6 +3.0% 3.6 +10.2% 
North Watuppa Pond   0.0 11.3   0.0% 27.0   0.0% 11.4  0.0% 
Quequechan River        +0.2 30.7 +0.7% 45.0 +0.4% 28.7  0.0%
Runnins River +0.9       10.0 +8.8% 34.2 +2.6% 16.4 +5.3%
Seven Mile River        +1.0 12.6 +7.5% 29.3 +3.2% 11.8 +8.1%
Upper Ten Mile River -2.2 54.6 -4.0% 76.0 -3.0% 58.5 -3.8% 
West Branch Palmer 
River +0.5     80.5 +0.6% 121.0 +0.4% 54.5 +0.9%
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.7.3 Summary of Peak Summer Withdrawal Analyses 
 
Calculations for peak summer withdrawal volumes were performed to assess impacts to 
aquifer systems when drought conditions are common, water consumption is at it highest, 
and recharge is critical to sustaining stream flow as water table elevations drop.  Table 18 
summarizes the results of the peak summer withdrawals and the net loss to each aquifer 
within the study area.  Table 19 summarizes the comparison of these gains and losses to 
stream flow values. 
 
 
Table 18. Results of Preliminary Water Budget Analyses Under Peak Summer 
Withdrawal and Stream Flow Conditions  
(values reported in cfs) 
 
Subwatershed 
Withdrawal 
Volume 
Infiltration to 
Sewer Systems 
Return Through 
Septic Systems 
Net Gain/Loss 
 
Bungay River 
 1.84 0.00 0.67 -1.17 
Coles Brook 
 0.91 0.00 0.37 -0.54 
Cole River 
 8.49 0.00 5.90 -2.59 
Cook/Townsend 
Hills 0.00 0.00 0.40 +0.40 
North Watuppa 
Pond 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Quequechan River 0.00 0.00 0.21 +0.21 
Runnins River 
 0.00 0.01 1.45 +1.46 
Seven Mile River 0.00 0.00 1.19 +1.19 
Upper Ten Mile 
River 5.64 0.02 1.66 -4.00 
West Branch Palmer 
River 1.06 0.00 1.97 +0.91 
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Table 19.  Comparison of Modeled Loss to Aquifer in “Peak Summer” Scenarios 
 
  STREAMSTATS Prorated Daily Stream Flow 
SUBWATERSHED 
Calculated 
Gain/Loss 
to Aquifer 
(cfs) 
90th 
percentile 
(cfs) 
percent 
change 
98th 
percentile 
(cfs) 
percent 
change 
90th 
percentile 
(cfs) 
percent 
change 
98th 
percentile 
(cfs) 
percent 
change 
Bungay River          -1.2 1.2 -99.2% 0.44 -266.0% 5.86 -20.1% 3.75 -31.2%
Cole River -2.6 3.62 -72.0% 1.36      -190.4% 23.92 -11.0% 15.31 -17.0%
Coles Brook          -0.54 0.22 -245.4% 0.08 -675.0% 2.46 -22.1% 1.57 -34.4%
Cook/Townsend Hills +0.40 0.29 +138.0%       0.10 +400.0% 4.14 +10.1% 2.65 +15.1%
North Watuppa Pond 0.00 1.70   0.0% 0.65 0.0% 8.89   0.0% 5.69   0.0% 
Quequechan River          +0.21 3.67 +6.0% 1.36 +15.4% 14.79 +1.4% 9.47 +2.2%
Runnins River +1.46         1.43 +102.1% 0.54 +270.4% 11.25 +13.1% 7.2 +20.3%
Seven Mile River          +1.19 1.57 +76.1% 0.60 +198.3% 9.64 +12.3% 6.17 +19.3%
Upper Ten Mile 
River -4.00         9.15 -44.0% 3.76 -106.4% 25.00 -16.0% 16.00 -25.0%
West Branch Palmer 
River +0.91         5.59 +16.3% 2.20 +41.4% 39.80 +2.2% 25.47 +4.1%
 
 
5.8 Discussion of Results 
 
5.8.1 General Observations 
 
The results of the modeling demonstrate that four of the subwatersheds experience losses 
to the aquifer in both average annual and peak summer withdrawal conditions.  These 
subwatersheds include those for the Bungay River, Cole River, Coles Brook and Upper 
Ten Mile River.  The municipal water supplies that consume water from these aquifers 
include Plainville, North Attleborough, Attleboro, Dighton, and Swansea.  
 
The determining factors for water loss to the Upper Ten Mile and Bungay River aquifers 
include a mix of significant withdrawals from groundwater wells and disposal of 
wastewater through centralized sewage treatment facilities.  As mentioned earlier in the 
report, all wastewater treatment facilities serving these municipalities either transport 
wastewater out of the study area or discharge sewage effluent directly to surface waters 
through outfalls.  In either case, centralized wastewater disposal represents a loss to the 
aquifer.  For example, 2,352 acres of the Bungay River subwatershed are covered in 
either the Plainville/North Attleborough sewer service envelope, 49% of the entire 
watershed area.  The Upper Ten Mile River, also, is predominantly serviced by municipal 
sewer systems, with the service envelope covering 62% of the drainage area.  The extent 
of sewer system service in these subwatershed areas creates a situation where only a 
small portion of the water use in the area can return to the aquifer through on-site septic 
systems. 
 
With regard to Coles Brook and the Cole River, neither aquifer system experiences 
significant losses through the use of centralized wastewater treatment, although the Cole 
River does contain a portion of the Somerset wastewater treatment service envelope.  In 
both cases, the subwatersheds experience a significant level of annual and peak summer 
withdrawal relative to their annual recharge volumes.  Wells within the Cole River 
subwatershed, for example, withdraw water at an average rate of 5.88 cfs over the year.  
Once consumptive loss and septic recharge are accounted for, this rate of withdrawal 
creates a loss of 1.65 cfs to the aquifer, approximately 6% of the baseflow calculated as a 
function of recharge.  In peak summer conditions, the aquifer experiences a loss of 
approximately 2.59 cfs, or 11% of the 90th percentile exceedance flow as calculated by 
prorating existing stream flow data (see section 5.6.4 for explanation of prorating stream 
flow data from one subwatershed to another).  Wells in the Coles Brook subwatershed 
cause smaller volumes of loss for average annual and peak summer conditions when 
compared to the Cole River.  Losses to this small aquifer system during average annual 
conditions amount to 0.24 cfs and, during periods of peak demand, 0.54 cfs.  However, 
when compared to the stream flow statistics generated for this basin, these small losses 
represent a more significant percentage of the overall budget because of the small 
drainage area.  When compared to the baseflow and the 90th percentile exceedance stream 
flow, the percentages of loss during average annual and peak summer conditions are 
10.0% and 22.1% respectively.  
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Peak summer analyses were compared to the 90th percentile and 98th percentile 
exceedance flows to observe withdrawal impacts against stream flow during drought 
conditions.  In those cases where subwatersheds are losing water, summer withdrawals 
represent a significant portion of the projected flow, even under the least conservative 
comparison.  Water losses to the aquifer represent anywhere from 11.0% to 22.1% of the 
projected stream flow, when examining the 90th percentile exceedance for the prorated 
stream flow statistics.  Comparisons to 98th percentile exceedance flows show that losses 
to the aquifer actually exceed the predicted flow by up to 675%.  In these instances, 
stream flows my actually dry up for certain periods.   
 
For the large drainage areas such as the Cole River, the lag time for groundwater recharge 
to become stream flow may be long enough that the impacts of these peak summer 
withdrawals are minimized.  The overall groundwater system may equilibrate over time, 
allowing for a reasonably steady supply of recharge during drought conditions.  In 
smaller drainage areas such as the Coles Brook, however, withdrawals may impact the 
stream flow more significantly due to a shorter lag time between groundwater recharge 
becoming stream flow recharge.  This smaller subwatershed may respond more quickly 
to significant withdrawals and could experience significant reductions in stream flow 
during the high water demands of the summer. 
 
In general, those subwatersheds served by surface water supplies and on-site septic 
systems experienced lower volumes of loss or even small gains to the underlying 
aquifers.  The most obvious reason for lower levels of loss within a subwatershed area is 
the presence of on-site septic systems.  For example, the West Branch Palmer River 
subwatershed is almost entirely serviced with on-site systems and therefore experiences a 
regular recharge of wastewater to the aquifer across almost the entire drainage area.   
 
In cases where subwatersheds actually show more water recharging the aquifer than 
leaving the system, these subwatersheds are the beneficiaries of interbasin transfer.  
Interbasin transfer is common throughout the study area as individual withdrawals can 
distribute water across a municipality and, consequently, across one or more 
subwatershed boundaries.  Where a municipality uses centralized wastewater treatment, 
interbasin transfer represents a loss from the aquifer since the wastewater effluent is 
discharged through outfalls to surface water.  However, where wastewater is discharged 
through on-site septic systems, these systems are often discharging wastewater that 
originated as groundwater from a separate drainage area.  For example, the Town of 
Seekonk relies on well withdrawals for water supply and on-site septic systems to dispose 
of wastewater.  Most of the Town’s water is withdrawn from the Newman well field, 
which lies in both the Coles Brook and Upper Ten Mile subwatersheds.  As this water is 
distributed across the Town for consumption, septic systems within the Runnins River 
and West Branch Palmer River subwatersheds will recharge wastewater that originated in 
the Coles Brook and Upper Ten Mile subwatersheds.   
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5.8.2 Comparing the Results of the Water Needs Forecasting with the Preliminary 
Water Budget Analyses 
 
In Task 1 of this report, five communities were identified as needing higher permitted 
withdrawal levels based on future population projections. These communities include 
Attleboro, Fall River, Mansfield, North Attleborough, and Seekonk.  The following table 
(Table 20) summarizes the subwatersheds contained in each of these towns and whether 
the subwatersheds showed a gain or loss in the preliminary water budget analyses. 
 
Table 20. Gain or Loss of Water in Each Aquifer by Municipality 
 
Community Subwatershed Gain or Loss of Water to the 
Aquifer 
Bungay River Loss 
Upper Ten Mile River Loss Attleboro 
Seven Mile River Gain 
North Watuppa Pond No Change 
Quequechan River Gain Fall River 
Cooks/Townsend Hills Gain 
Mansfield* Bungay River Loss 
Bungay River Loss 
Upper Ten Mile Loss North Attleborough 
Seven Mile River Gain 
Upper Ten Mile Loss 
Coles Brook Loss 
Runnins River Gain Seekonk 
West Branch Palmer River Gain 
* The majority of Mansfield lies outside of the subwatersheds examined in this study.  Further study would 
have to be performed to determine how the majority of drainage areas within this municipality perform 
with regard to water budget analysis. 
 
Each of the municipalities identified in Task 1 as requiring greater permitted volumes of 
water, with the exception of Mansfield, show at least one aquifer area that did not show a 
loss within the preliminary water budget analyses.  This table can therefore be used to 
potentially identify those withdrawals where a municipality should look to increase 
permitted volumes in the future.  Table 21 identifies the withdrawals that lie within 
subwatersheds where no loss of water was identified in water budget analysis. 
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Table 21. Existing Withdrawals in Unstressed Aquifers for Municipalities That 
Will Require Greater Volumes of Permitted Withdrawal 
 
Municipality Subwatershed 
(no loss to aquifer) 
Existing Municipal Supply 
Withdrawals 
Attleboro Seven Mile River Orr’s Pond 
North Watuppa Pond North Watuppa Pond 
Quequechan River none Fall River 
Cooks/Townsend Hills none 
North Attleborough Seven Mile River none 
Runnins River none Seekonk West Branch Palmer River none 
 
 
Table 21 shows that it may be possible for the City of Attleboro and The City of Fall 
River to increase permitted volumes of water withdrawal without causing significant 
stress to the underlying aquifer systems.  In Attleboro, the Orr’s Pond well withdraws 
from the Seven Mile River aquifer, which shows a gain of 0.95 cfs on an average annual 
basis.  This gain in recharge results primarily from the use of on-site septic systems 
throughout much of the Seven Mile River subwatershed.  In Fall River, the city relies 
almost exclusively on the use of surface water supply and therefore does not tax the 
underlying aquifer in either average annual or peak summer conditions.   
 
Table 21 shows that North Attleborough and Seekonk may have difficulty increasing 
permitted withdrawals from existing wells without further stressing the aquifers within 
the municipal boundaries.  Neither municipality has an established supply well within a 
subwatershed that does not show loss within the preliminary water budget analyses. 
 
5.8.3 Comparing the Identification of Areas for Future Water Source Exploration with 
the Preliminary Water Budget Analyses 
 
Under Task 4, potential areas for future water supply exploration were identified using a 
series of GIS data layers that represented “opportunities” and “constraints”.  The 
resulting areas for potential future exploration are depicted in Appendix I.  The 
aggregates of these areas by municipality are provided in Table 8.  H&W looked at those 
areas identified for potential future exploration in the context of the preliminary water 
budget analyses to evaluate the viability of those areas that lie within the study 
subwatersheds.  Table 22 summarizes the areas for potential exploration for each 
municipality and subwatershed, assuming that no exploration would occur in 
subwatersheds showing a loss in the preliminary water budget analyses. 
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Table 22. Acreage for Potential Water Supply Exploration in Unstressed 
Aquifers 
 
Municipality 
Subwatersheds within Study 
Area not Showing a Loss to the 
Aquifer 
Area for Potential 
Water Supply 
Exploration 
(acres) 
Attleboro Seven Mile River 0.0 
Dighton West Branch Palmer River 0.0 
North Watuppa Pond 20.4 
Quequechan River 0.0 Fall River 
Cooks/Townsend Hills 0.0 
Foxborough none 0.0 
Mansfield none 0.0 
North Attleborough Seven Mile River 0.0 
Plainville  none 0.0 
Runnins River 0.0 Rehoboth West Branch Palmer River 1,569.9 
Runnins River 180.3 Seekonk West Branch Palmer River 47.9 
Somerset none 0.0 
Runnins River 20.9 Swansea West Branch Palmer 318.2 
Wrentham none 0.0 
 
 
5.9 Recommendations For Further Study 
 
5.9.1 Withdrawal Locations 
 
The location coordinates associated with three withdrawals inventoried as part of Task 2 
were incorrect:  North Attleboro National Fishery, Morse Brothers, Inc. (Foxboro), Byrne 
Sand and Gravel (Foxboro).  Although using other information associated with these 
wells, such as the address or associated use, can give a reasonable corrected location, we 
recommend that these withdrawal locations be verified using a GPS unit.  Field-checking 
these withdrawals in this manner will ensure that their location within the water budget is 
accurate.  
 
5.9.2 Recharge Through Septic Systems 
 
H&W employed a simplified approach to calculating the rate of wastewater return for all 
communities within the study area.  For those communities served by a mixture of septic 
and sewer systems, the number of sewer connections was divided into the number of 
water bills to estimate the overall rate of return throughout the community.  This 
approach provides a reasonable estimate but does not account for large-scale individual 
users that may serve to skew the overall amount of water discharged through either septic 
systems or sewer.  A more precise meter-by-meter approach to calculating the relative 
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discharge from septic versus sewer systems would serve to refine the default calculations 
offered as part of the existing model structure. 
 
5.9.3 Distribution of Water Supply 
 
The best available data from local suppliers regarding water supply included maps of the 
water distribution system and ASR water withdrawal summaries.  H&W distributed the 
aggregate amount of withdrawn water across the entirety of the water distribution 
envelope to calculate an average distribution of water across the municipality.  This 
approach has limitations in that it does not account for sparsely populated areas or areas 
of higher water use.  Existing mapping was not consistent in a manner that allowed for 
developing a more detailed spatial approach in each of the municipalities.  Further, where 
a Town used multiple withdrawals, these points are tied in to a single distribution system.  
Existing mapping does not show which area of the distribution systems are serviced by 
individual withdrawal points.  In reality, a specific area of a community may be served by 
different withdrawal points depending on seasonal considerations or maintenance issues.  
Further research could divide the water service envelopes digitized by H&W by intensity 
of use and could potentially tie specific service areas to specific wells. 
 
5.9.4 Pumping Rates for Private Wells 
 
The subwatersheds throughout the overall study area contain many private wells.  
Although it was not within the scope of this study to quantify impacts from these wells, 
there are subwatersheds where this information could enhance the analysis.  For example, 
the majority of the West Branch Palmer River lies within the Town of Rehoboth.  
Rehoboth does not have a public water supply and therefore obtains water from 
individual private wells.  The withdrawal volumes in these wells were not included in the 
model.  Preliminary results show that the West Branch Palmer River aquifer is actually 
gaining water from other municipal water supplies in Massachusetts and Rhode Island 
through septic discharge.  These gains would likely be offset, to some degree, by the 
private well usage in Rehoboth.  The amount of this offset could be quantified within the 
model if average annual and peak summer withdrawal rates were gathered for the private 
supply wells in the area. 
 
5.9.5 Analysis of Well Withdrawal on Stream Flow Based on Proximity of Wellheads 
to Streams 
 
H&W developed a comparative analysis that assumes stream flow will be potentially 
impacted by each withdrawal in a subwatershed.  This assumption ignores the relative 
size of subwatersheds and the distance from wellheads to actual stream bodies.  A more 
refined analysis can incorporate calculations for “near-field” and “far-field” wells.   
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Near-field wells describe those wellheads that are situated in the sand and gravel deposits 
adjacent to streambeds.  In Southeast Massachusetts, these deposits are common and can 
provide areas of high pumping yields ideally suited to public supply.  Under these 
conditions, however, stream flow will respond instantaneously to pumping activity, 
resulting in reduced flows.  Far-field wells, depending on their pumping rates, can have 
more indirect impacts on stream flow, or no impact at all.  A more sophisticated 
withdrawal analysis would account for the lag time between far-field withdrawals and 
impacts to distant stream flows. 
 
5.9.6 Effective Impervious Surface Coefficient Calibration 
 
Effective impervious coefficients were used to adjust natural recharge rates on developed 
land use areas.  These rates were adapted from research within the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts or from EOEA Guidance (EOEA, 2000).  Because the Upper Ten Mile 
River has an existing stream flow gage, it would be possible to calibrate these 
coefficients to existing stream flow values.   
 
The calculated aggregate baseflow for the Upper Ten Mile subwatershed is 58.5 cfs.  The 
50th percentile exceedance flow derived from the stream flow record is 76.0 cfs.  This 
discrepancy suggests that the effective impervious coefficients may be too high.  The 
values within the report may be creating a scenario where more stormwater is being 
directed away from recharge than what is taking place in existing conditions.  In some 
cases, impervious cover may actually increase recharge levels depending upon the 
stormwater management techniques applied to specific developments.  A survey of 
existing stormwater management practices throughout the subwatershed could provide a 
better understanding of stormwater pathways and could be used to reduce effective 
impervious coefficients for existing land use categories. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
DEP Annual Report Summary 
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Appendix B - 1998 to 2002 Annual Statistical Report Data
Town- Attleboro
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002 1,668,511,000 4,571,263 0.56 930,268,900 2,548,682 0.30 1,368,358 0.14 238,791,488 654,223
2001 2,020,990,000 5,536,959 0.52 1,054,623,152 2,889,378 0.28 1,561,784 0.20 396,315,619 1,085,796
2000 1,844,320,000 5,052,932 0.54 999,661,608 2,738,799 0.31 1,585,325 0.14 266,014,774 728,808
1999 2,049,990,000 5,616,411 0.54 1,100,000,000 3,013,699 0.29 1,605,452 0.18 364,000,000 997,260
1998 1,886,670,000 5,168,959 0.57 1,069,869,367 2,931,149 0.30 1,568,228 0.13 244,397,553 669,582
Avg. 02-98 1,894,096,200 5,189,305 0.55 1,030,884,605 2,824,341 0.30 1,537,829 0.16 301,903,887 827,134
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002 149,662,000 410,033 0.55 81,646,000 223,688 0.25 104,060 0.20 30,034,000 82,285
2001 161,965,000 443,740 0.64 103,300,000 283,014 0.26 114,408 0.10 16,906,000 46,318
2000 189,093,558 518,065 0.69 129,824,228 355,683 0.26 133,238 0.06 10,637,490 29,144
1999 177,610,404 486,604 0.71 126,781,426 347,346 0.23 111,000 0.06 10,313,800 28,257
1998 171,428,674 469,668 0.65 110,610,702 303,043 0.25 115,812 0.11 18,546,470 50,812
Avg. 02-98 169,951,927 465,622 0.65 110,432,471 302,555 0.25 115,704 0.11 17,287,552 47,363
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002 4,729,367,000 12,957,170 0.57 2,707,090,000 7,416,685 0.28 3,596,909 0.15 709,405,050 1,943,575
2001 4,430,490,000 12,138,329 0.47 2,082,340,000 5,705,041 0.39 4,733,918 0.14 620,270,000 1,699,370
2000 5,138,320,000 14,077,589 0.36 1,849,800,000 5,067,945 0.53 7,461,123 0.11 565,210,000 1,548,521
1999 5,647,610,000 15,472,904 0.36 2,033,130,000 5,570,219 0.53 8,200,658 0.11 621,240,000 1,702,027
1998 4,996,150,000 13,688,082 0.36 1,798,560,000 4,927,562 0.53 7,254,877 0.11 549,560,000 1,505,644
Avg. 02-98 4,988,387,400 13,666,815 0.42 2,094,184,000 5,737,490 0.45 6,249,497 0.12 613,137,010 1,679,827
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002 676,964,930 1,854,698 0.71 483,917,393 1,325,801 0.23 419,261 0.06 40,017,136 109,636
2001 755,620,792 2,070,194 0.66 496,060,343 1,359,069 0.26 532,893 0.09 65,054,621 178,232
2000 671,951,360 1,840,963 0.70 470,082,661 1,287,898 0.23 422,828 0.07 47,536,369 130,237
1999 698,794,890 1,914,507 0.71 495,905,626 1,358,646 0.24 461,610 0.05 34,401,550 94,251
1998 878,247,005 2,406,156 0.51 446,054,266 1,222,066 0.45 1,093,679 0.04 33,000,000 90,411
Avg. 02-98 736,315,795 2,017,304 0.66 478,404,058 1,310,696 0.28 586,054 0.06 44,001,935 120,553
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002
2001
2000 751,070,623 2,057,728 0.71 529,626,206 1,451,031 0.20 406,958 0.10 72,904,832 199,739
1999 734,434,787 2,012,150 0.79 581,692,485 1,593,678 0.13 257,993 0.08 58,574,798 160,479
1998 702,754,367 1,925,354 0.79 551,947,704 1,512,185 0.16 307,170 0.06 38,689,523 105,999
Avg. 02-98 729,419,926 1,998,411 0.76 554,422,132 1,518,965 0.16 324,040 0.08 56,723,051 155,406
Town- Foxboro
Town- Mansfield
Town- Dighton 
Town- Fall River
X:/1214 Ten Mile River/Water Projections 12/10/03 3:36 PM
Method 1&2-SRPEDD-FINAL 10 26 2003 REVISED.xls, Annual report data 11 19 2
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002 1,086,224,756 2,975,958 0.69 747,680,406 2,048,439 0.18 525,792 0.13 146,630,413 401,727
2001 1,071,076,816 2,934,457 0.76 818,835,940 2,243,386 0.08 224,186 0.16 170,413,071 466,885
2000 1,002,765,021 2,747,301 0.65 647,499,281 1,773,971 0.21 564,406 0.15 149,257,513 408,925
1999 1,160,036,470 3,178,182 0.68 790,081,883 2,164,608 0.18 572,215 0.14 161,096,289 441,360
1998 992,202,954 2,718,364 0.69 681,903,954 1,868,230 0.22 595,288 0.09 93,019,000 254,847
Avg. 02-98 1,062,461,203 2,910,853 0.69 737,200,293 2,019,727 0.17 496,377 0.14 144,083,257 394,749
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002 235,785,000 645,986 0.74 174,000,000 476,712 0.19 122,992 0.07 16,893,000 46,282
2001 243,422,510 666,911 0.70 170,410,000 466,877 0.16 104,985 0.14 34,692,910 95,049
2000 238,038,800 652,161 0.52 123,000,000 336,986 0.34 218,597 0.15 35,250,800 96,578
1999 225,187,700 616,953 0.51 115,858,700 317,421 0.34 208,838 0.15 33,103,000 90,693
1998 248,872,400 681,842 0.69 172,540,000 472,712 0.14 93,941 0.17 42,044,000 115,189
Avg. 02-98 238,261,282 652,771 0.63 151,161,740 414,142 0.23 149,871 0.14 32,396,742 88,758
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002
2001
2000 402,240,000 1,102,027 0.54 218,806,000 599,468 0.37 411,479 0.08 33,244,000 91,079
1999 441,048,000 1,208,351 0.55 243,591,000 667,373 0.34 415,778 0.10 45,698,000 125,200
1998 383,106,000 1,049,605 0.58 223,580,000 612,548 0.26 277,822 0.15 58,121,000 159,236
Avg. 02-98 408,798,000 1,119,995 0.56 228,659,000 626,463 0.33 368,360 0.11 45,687,667 125,172
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002 471,800,000 1,292,603 0.72 340,290,000 932,301 0.21 271,452 0.07 32,430,000 88,849
2001 455,910,000 1,249,068 0.77 351,930,000 964,192 0.16 196,932 0.07 32,100,000 87,945
2000 508,230,000 1,392,411 0.68 347,710,000 952,630 0.20 282,247 0.11 57,500,000 157,534
1999 612,285,550 1,677,495 0.69 425,000,000 1,164,384 0.20 328,587 0.11 67,351,411 184,524
1998 618,733,350 1,695,160 0.70 430,907,004 1,180,567 0.18 312,743 0.12 73,675,326 201,850
Avg. 02-98 533,391,780 1,461,347 0.71 379,167,401 1,038,815 0.19 278,392 0.10 52,611,347 144,141
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002 1,156,404,000 3,168,230 0.45 520,311,000 1,425,510 0.50 1,585,537 0.05 57,372,000 157,184
2001 1,209,887,000 3,314,759 0.37 453,298,000 1,241,912 0.51 1,692,490 0.11 138,830,000 380,356
2000 1,159,402,000 3,176,444 0.44 512,397,000 1,403,827 0.48 1,521,052 0.08 91,821,000 251,564
1999 1,097,658,000 3,007,282 0.49 537,061,500 1,471,401 0.39 1,174,922 0.12 131,750,000 360,959
1998 1,060,263,000 2,904,830 0.49 514,273,000 1,408,967 0.41 1,177,229 0.11 116,301,550 318,634
Avg. 02-98 1,136,722,800 3,114,309 0.45 507,468,100 1,390,324 0.46 1,430,246 0.09 107,214,910 293,739
Town- Raynham
Town- Seekonk
Town- Somerset
Town- North Attleborough
Town- Plainville
X:/1214 Ten Mile River/Water Projections 12/10/03 3:36 PM
Method 1&2-SRPEDD-FINAL 10 26 2003 REVISED.xls, Annual report data 11 19 3
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002 443,863,710 1,216,065 0.67 297,832,530 815,980 0.26 314,961 0.07 31,070,460 85,125
2001 417,850,510 1,144,796 0.66 275,469,640 754,711 0.26 297,595 0.08 33,758,710 92,490
2000 471,989,110 1,293,121 0.66 311,601,840 853,704 0.25 323,280 0.09 42,390,000 116,137
1999 507,488,710 1,390,380 0.70 355,242,097 973,266 0.21 294,761 0.09 44,659,006 122,353
1998 478,219,638 1,310,191 0.71 339,535,943 930,235 0.23 301,344 0.06 28,693,178 78,611
Avg. 02-98 463,882,336 1,270,911 0.68 315,936,410 865,579 0.24 306,388 0.08 36,114,271 98,943
Year Water Use (gal.) ADD % Res.
Res. Water 
Use (gal) Res. ADD
% Non-
Res. Non-Res ADD
% 
UAW
Unaccounte
d Water Use UAW ADD
2002 0
2001 384,571,968 1,053,622 0.62 237,727,469 651,308 0.17 176,431 0.21 82,447,103 225,882
2000 338,905,640 928,509 0.65 219,039,336 600,108 0.19 173,070 0.17 56,695,650 155,331
1999 370,310,700 1,014,550 0.67 247,003,280 676,721 0.17 173,540 0.16 59,965,310 164,289
1998 348,129,700 953,780 0.63 220,657,907 604,542 0.14 137,462 0.22 77,298,293 211,776
Avg. 02-98 360,479,502 987,615 0.64 231,106,998 633,170 0.17 132,101 0.19 69,101,589 189,319
File name: x:1214\Water Projection\Method 1&2 SRPEDD-projected water Final.xls
Town- Wrentham
Town- Swansea
X:/1214 Ten Mile River/Water Projections 12/10/03 3:36 PM
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APPENDIX D-1:     2005 TO 2020 WATER SUPPLY NEEDS FORECAST USING SRPEDD/MAPC DATA - METHOD 1
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
2000 2000 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 2005 2005 2005 2005 2005
COMMUNITY 2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 BASE ADD 1998-2002 1998-2002 RES. 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2005 2005 2005 RES NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2005 2005
CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE MGD AVG, 1998-2002 RES. ADD NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV ADD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL 
POP POP POP POP POP GPCD RES. % GPCD MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP MGD (pop growth) (non res growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD 
DIGHTON 6,175 62.9% 0 16 3,902 0.47 119.3 64.6% 77.5 0.30 24.9% 0.12 10.6% 0.05 6,605 62.9% 4,173 0.32 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.05 0.50
FALL RIVER 91,938 102.2% 0 0 94,000 13.67 145.4 42.4% 61.0 5.74 45.2% 6.25 12.4% 1.68 92,077 102.2% 94,142 5.75 6.26 0.15 0.00 6.41 1.35 13.51
FOXBORO 16,246 102.5% 0 0 16,660 2.02 121.1 65.8% 78.7 1.31 28.2% 0.59 6.1% 0.12 16,098 102.5% 16,508 1.30 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.12 2.00
MANSFIELD 22,414 98.1% 0 0 21,998 2.00 90.8 76.1% 69.1 1.52 16.2% 0.32 7.7% 0.16 24,739 98.1% 24,280 1.68 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.17 2.20
NORTH ATTLEBORO 27,143 95.8% 0 0 26,000 2.91 112.0 69.3% 77.7 2.02 17.2% 0.50 13.5% 0.39 28,118 95.8% 26,934 2.09 0.51 0.06 0.00 0.57 0.30 2.96
PLAINVILLE 7,683 110.6% 0 0 8,500 0.65 76.8 63.3% 48.7 0.41 23.2% 0.15 13.6% 0.09 8,115 110.6% 8,978 0.44 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.07 0.66
SEEKONK 13,425 98.3% 0 0 13,200 1.46 110.7 71.4% 78.7 1.04 19.0% 0.28 9.6% 0.14 13,665 98.3% 13,436 1.06 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.14 1.48
SWANSEA 17,359 99.9% 0 0 17,349 1.27 73.3 68.0% 49.9 0.87 24.2% 0.31 7.8% 0.10 17,648 99.9% 17,638 0.88 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.10 1.29
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
Percent 2000 2000 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010
COMMUNITY 2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 BASE ADD 1998-2002 1998-2002 RES. 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2010 2010 2010 RES NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2010 2010
CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE MGD AVG, 1998-2002 RES. ADD NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV ADD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL 
POP POP POP POP POP GPCD RES. % GPCD MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP MGD (pop growth) (non res growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD
DIGHTON 6,175 62.9% 0 16 3,902 0.47 119.3 64.6% 77.5 0.30 24.9% 0.12 10.6% 0.05 7,065 62.9% 4,462 0.35 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.05 0.53
FALL RIVER 91,938 102.2% 0 0 94,000 13.67 145.4 42.4% 61.0 5.74 45.2% 6.25 12.4% 1.68 91,938 102.2% 94,000 5.74 6.25 0.15 0.00 6.40 1.35 13.49
FOXBORO 16,246 102.5% 0 0 16,660 2.02 121.1 65.8% 78.7 1.31 28.2% 0.59 6.1% 0.12 16,940 102.5% 17,372 1.37 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.61 0.13 2.11
MANSFIELD 22,414 98.1% 0 0 21,998 2.00 90.8 76.1% 69.1 1.52 16.2% 0.32 7.7% 0.16 27,305 98.1% 26,798 1.85 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.19 2.43
NORTH ATTLEBORO 27,143 95.8% 0 0 26,000 2.91 112.0 69.3% 77.7 2.02 17.2% 0.50 13.5% 0.39 29,127 95.8% 27,900 2.17 0.53 0.06 0.00 0.59 0.31 3.07
PLAINVILLE 7,683 110.6% 0 0 8,500 0.65 76.8 63.3% 48.7 0.41 23.2% 0.15 13.6% 0.09 8,572 110.6% 9,484 0.46 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.07 0.70
SEEKONK 13,425 98.3% 0 0 13,200 1.46 110.7 71.4% 78.7 1.04 19.0% 0.28 9.6% 0.14 13,910 98.3% 13,677 1.08 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.15 1.51
SWANSEA 17,359 99.9% 0 0 17,349 1.27 73.3 68.0% 49.9 0.87 24.2% 0.31 7.8% 0.10 17,942 99.9% 17,932 0.89 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.10 1.32
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
2000 2000 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
COMMUNITY 2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 BASE ADD 1998-2002 1998-2002 RES. 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2015 2015 2015 RES NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2015 2015
CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE MGD AVG, 1998-2002 RES. ADD NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV ADD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL 
POP POP POP POP POP GPCD RES. % GPCD MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP MGD (pop growth) (non res growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD
DIGHTON 6,175 62.9% 0 16 3,902 0.47 119.3 64.6% 77.5 0.30 24.9% 0.12 10.6% 0.05 7,496 62.9% 4,733 0.37 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.06 0.56
FALL RIVER 91,938 102.2% 0 0 94,000 13.67 145.4 42.4% 61.0 5.74 45.2% 6.25 12.4% 1.68 92,355 102.2% 94,426 5.76 6.28 0.15 0.00 6.43 1.35 13.55
FOXBORO 16,246 102.5% 0 0 16,660 2.02 121.1 65.8% 78.7 1.31 28.2% 0.59 6.1% 0.12 17,290 102.5% 17,731 1.39 0.62 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.13 2.15
MANSFIELD 22,414 98.1% 0 0 21,998 2.00 90.8 76.1% 69.1 1.52 16.2% 0.32 7.7% 0.16 29,649 98.1% 29,099 2.01 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.20 2.64
NORTH ATTLEBORO 27,143 95.8% 0 0 26,000 2.91 112.0 69.3% 77.7 2.02 17.2% 0.50 13.5% 0.39 30,103 95.8% 28,835 2.24 0.55 0.06 0.00 0.61 0.32 3.17
PLAINVILLE 7,683 110.6% 0 0 8,500 0.65 76.8 63.3% 48.7 0.41 23.2% 0.15 13.6% 0.09 9,006 110.6% 9,964 0.49 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.07 0.73
SEEKONK 13,425 98.3% 0 0 13,200 1.46 110.7 71.4% 78.7 1.04 19.0% 0.28 9.6% 0.14 14,150 98.3% 13,913 1.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.15 1.54
SWANSEA 17,359 99.9% 0 0 17,349 1.27 73.3 68.0% 49.9 0.87 24.2% 0.31 7.8% 0.10 18,231 99.9% 18,220 0.91 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.10 1.34
 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
2000 2000 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020
COMMUNITY 2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 BASE ADD 1998-2002 1998-2002 RES. 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2020 2020 2020 RES NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2020 2020
CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE MGD AVG, 1998-2002 RES. ADD NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV ADD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL 
POP POP POP POP POP GPCD RES. % GPCD MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP MGD (pop growth) (non res growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD
DIGHTON 6,175 62.9% 0 16 3,902 0.47 119.3 64.6% 77.5 0.30 24.9% 0.12 10.6% 0.05 7,954 62.9% 5,022 0.39 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.06 0.60
FALL RIVER 91,938 102.2% 0 0 94,000 13.67 145.4 42.4% 61.0 5.74 45.2% 6.25 12.4% 1.68 92,495 102.2% 94,569 5.77 6.29 0.15 0.00 6.44 1.36 13.57
FOXBORO 16,246 102.5% 0 0 16,660 2.02 121.1 65.8% 78.7 1.31 28.2% 0.59 6.1% 0.12 17,148 102.5% 17,585 1.38 0.62 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.13 2.13
MANSFIELD 22,414 98.1% 0 0 21,998 2.00 90.8 76.1% 69.1 1.52 16.2% 0.32 7.7% 0.16 32,195 98.1% 31,597 2.18 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.47 0.22 2.87
NORTH ATTLEBORO 27,143 95.8% 0 0 26,000 2.91 112.0 69.3% 77.7 2.02 17.2% 0.50 13.5% 0.39 31,111 95.8% 29,801 2.31 0.57 0.06 0.00 0.63 0.33 3.27
PLAINVILLE 7,683 110.6% 0 0 8,500 0.65 76.8 63.3% 48.7 0.41 23.2% 0.15 13.6% 0.09 9,462 110.6% 10,468 0.51 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.08 0.77
SEEKONK 13,425 98.3% 0 0 13,200 1.46 110.7 71.4% 78.7 1.04 19.0% 0.28 9.6% 0.14 14,395 98.3% 14,154 1.11 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.15 1.56
SWANSEA 17,359 99.9% 0 0 17,349 1.27 73.3 68.0% 49.9 0.87 24.2% 0.31 7.8% 0.10 18,525 99.9% 18,514 0.92 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.11 1.36
 
2020 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
2010 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
2015 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
2005 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
APPENDIX D-2:     2005 TO 2020 WATER SUPPLY NEEDS FORECAST USING SRPEDD/MAPC DATA - METHOD 2
 
 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W
2000 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 POP 2005 2005 2005 1998-2002 2005
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE ADD 1998-2002 1998-2002 RES. 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 UAW 2005 2005 2005 CHANG RES. INC. IN INC. IN ADD TOTAL
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE MGD AVG 1998-2002 RES. ADD NON RES. UAW ADD POP % SERV SERV 1998- GPCD RES NON RES MGD ADD
POP POP POP POP POP GPCD RES. % GPCD MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % MGD PROJECT POP POP 2005 FACTOR ADD, MGD ADD, MGD MGD
ATTLEBORO 42068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 29.7% 1.54 15.8% 0.83 43721 94.1% 41,163 1,556 70.0 0.11 0.06 5.19 5.36
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 45.7% 1.43 9.5% 0.29 18,536 94.78% 17,569 286 70.0 0.02 0.17 3.11 3.30
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.6% 42 11 8,758 0.99 112.8 64.1% 72.3 0.63 16.7% 0.13 19.1% 0.22 10,678 82.58% 8,829 71 70.0 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.99
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W
2000 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 POP 2010 2010 2010 1998-2002 2010
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE ADD 1998-2002 1998-2002 RES. 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 UAW 2010 2010 2010 CHANG RES. INC. IN INC. IN ADD TOTAL
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE MGD AVG 1998-2002 RES. ADD NON RES. UAW ADD POP % SERV SERV 1998- GPCD RES NON RES MGD ADD
POP POP POP POP POP GPCD RES. % GPCD MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % MGD PROJECT POP POP 2010 FACTOR ADD, MGD ADD, MGD MGD
ATTLEBORO 42068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 29.7% 1.54 15.8% 0.83 45,440 94.1% 42,782 3,175 70.0 0.22 0.12 5.19 5.53
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 45.7% 1.43 9.5% 0.29 18,842 94.8% 17,859 576 70.0 0.04 0.33 3.11 3.49
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.6% 42 11 8,758 0.99 112.8 64.1% 72.3 0.63 16.7% 0.13 19.1% 0.22 11,392 82.6% 9,419 661 70.0 0.05 0.01 0.99 1.04
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W
2000 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 POP 2015 2015 2015 1998-2002 2015
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE ADD 1998-2002 1998-2002 RES. 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 UAW 2015 2015 2015 CHANG RES. INC. IN INC. IN ADD TOTAL
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE MGD AVG 1998-2002 RES. ADD NON RES. UAW ADD POP % SERV SERV 1998- GPCD RES NON RES MGD ADD
POP POP POP POP POP GPCD RES. % GPCD MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % MGD PROJECT POP POP 2015 FACTOR ADD, MGD ADD, MGD MGD
ATTLEBORO 42068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 29.7% 1.54 15.8% 0.83 47,096 94.1% 44,341 4,734 70.0 0.33 0.18 5.19 5.70
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 45.7% 1.43 9.5% 0.29 19,144 94.8% 18,146 863 70.0 0.06 0.50 3.11 3.68
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.6% 42 11 8,758 0.99 112.8 64.1% 72.3 0.63 16.7% 0.13 19.1% 0.22 11,686 82.6% 9,661 903 70.0 0.06 0.01 0.99 1.07
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W
2000 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 POP 2020 2020 2020 1998-2002 2020
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE ADD 1998-2002 1998-2002 RES. 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 UAW 2020 202000.0% 2020 CHANG RES. INC. IN INC. IN ADD TOTAL
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE MGD AVG 1998-2002 RES. ADD NON RES. UAW ADD POP % SERV SERV 1998- GPCD RES NON RES MGD ADD
POP POP POP POP POP GPCD RES. % GPCD MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % MGD PROJECT POP POP 2020 FACTOR ADD, MGD ADD, MGD MGD
ATTLEBORO 42068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 29.7% 1.54 15.8% 0.83 48,812 94.1% 45,956 6,349 70.0 0.44 0.25 5.19 5.88
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 45.7% 1.43 9.5% 0.29 19,450 94.8% 18,436 1,153 70.0 0.08 0.67 3.11 3.86
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.6% 42 11 8,758 0.99 112.8 64.1% 72.3 0.63 16.7% 0.13 19.1% 0.22 11,703 82.6% 9,675 917 70.0 0.06 0.01 0.99 1.07
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2020 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
2005 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
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APPENDIX D-3:     2005 TO 2020 WATER SUPPLY NEEDS FORECAST USING SRPEDD DATA 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
2000 2000 1998-2000 2005 2005 2005 2005
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 BASE 1998-2000 1998-20001998-2000 1998-2000 NON 1998-2000 1998-2000 2005 2005 2005 2005 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2005 2005
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACTSERVICE 1998-2000 AVG, 1998-2000 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL LESS THANGREATER THAN
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGDPROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD 10 % 10%
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 29.7% 1.54 15.8% 0.83 43,721 94.1% 41,163 2.94 1.60 0.00 0.00 1.60 0.50 5.04 0.85 0.50
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,282 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 45.7% 1.43 9.5% 0.29 18,556 94.8% 17,587 1.41 1.46 0.14 0.00 1.60 0.32 3.33 0.32 0.33
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.6% 42 11 8,758 0.99 112.8 64.1% 72.3 0.63 16.7% 0.13 19.1% 0.19 10,678 82.6% 8,829 0.64 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.09 0.86 0.18 0.09
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
2000 2000 1998-2000 2010 2010 2010 2010
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 BASE 1998-2000 1998-20001998-2000 1998-2000 NON 1998-2000 1998-2000 2010 2010 2010 2010 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2010 2010
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACTSERVICE 1998-2000 AVG, 1998-2000 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL LESS THANGREATER THAN
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGDPROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD 10 % 10%
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 29.7% 1.54 15.8% 0.83 45,440 94.1% 42,782 3.05 1.66 0.00 0.00 1.66 0.52 5.24 0.88 0.52
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,282 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 45.7% 1.43 9.5% 0.29 18,842 94.8% 17,858 1.44 1.48 0.29 0.00 1.76 0.33 3.54 0.33 0.36
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.6% 42 11 8,758 0.99 112.8 64.1% 72.3 0.63 16.7% 0.13 19.1% 0.22 11,392 82.6% 9,419 0.68 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.09 0.92 0.19 0.09
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
2000 2000 1998-2000 2015 2015 2015 2015
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 BASE 1998-2000 1998-20001998-2000 1998-2000 NON 1998-2000 1998-2000 2015 2015 2015 2015 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2015 2015
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACTSERVICE 1998-2000 AVG, 1998-2000 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL LESS THANGREATER THAN
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGDPROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD 10 % 10%
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 29.7% 1.54 15.8% 0.83 47,096 94.1% 44,341 3.16 1.72 0.00 0.00 1.72 0.54 5.43 0.92 0.54
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,282 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 45.7% 1.43 9.5% 0.29 19,144 94.8% 18,145 1.46 1.50 0.43 0.00 1.93 0.35 3.74 0.35 0.38
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.6% 42 11 8,758 0.99 112.8 64.1% 72.3 0.63 16.7% 0.13 19.1% 0.22 11,686 82.6% 9,661 0.70 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.09 0.94 0.20 0.09
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
2000 2000 1998-2000 2020 2020 2020 2020
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 BASE 1998-2000 1998-20001998-2000 1998-2000 NON 1998-2000 1998-2000 2020 2020 2020 2020 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2020 2020
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACTSERVICE 1998-2000 AVG, 1998-2000 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL LESS THANGREATER THAN
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGDPROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD 10 % 10%
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 29.7% 1.54 15.8% 0.83 48,812 94.1% 45,956 3.28 1.78 0.00 0.00 1.78 0.56 5.62 0.95 0.56
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,282 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 45.7% 1.43 9.5% 0.29 19,450 94.8% 18,435 1.48 1.53 0.57 0.00 2.10 0.37 3.96 0.37 0.40
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.6% 42 11 8,758 0.99 112.8 64.1% 72.3 0.63 16.7% 0.13 19.1% 0.22 11,703 82.6% 9,664 0.70 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.09 0.94 0.20 0.09
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APPENDIX E-1:     2005 to 2020 WATER SUPPLY NEEDS FORECAST USING MISER DATA - METHOD 1
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
2000 1998-2002 2005 2005 2005 2005
COMMUNITY 2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2005 2005 2005 2005 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2005 2005
CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL 
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP ADD,MGD (pop growth) (non res  growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD
DIGHTON 6,175 63.0% 0 16 3,893 0.47 119.6 64.6% 77.7 0.30 24.9% 0.12 10.6% 0.05 6,763 63.0% 4,279 0.33 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.05 0.51
FALL RIVER 91,938 102.2% 0 0 94,000 13.67 145.4 42.4% 61.0 5.74 45.2% 6.25 12.4% 1.68 93,285 102.2% 95,377 5.82 6.34 0.15 0.00 6.49 1.37 13.68
FOXBORO 16,246 102.5% 0 0 16,660 2.02 121.1 65.8% 78.7 1.31 28.2% 0.59 6.1% 0.12 16,645 102.5% 17,069 1.34 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.13 2.07
MANSFIELD 22,414 98.1% 0 0 21,998 2.00 90.8 76.1% 69 1.52 16.2% 0.32 7.7% 0.16 24,454 98.1% 24,000 1.66 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.17 2.18
NORTH ATTLEBORO 27,143 95.8% 0 0 26,000 2.91 112.0 69.3% 77.7 2.02 17.2% 0.50 13.5% 0.39 28,346 95.8% 27,152 2.11 0.52 0.06 0.00 0.58 0.30 2.99
PLAINVILLE 7,683 110.6% 0 0 8,500 0.65 76.8 63.3% 48.7 0.41 23.2% 0.15 13.6% 0.09 8,253 110.6% 9,131 0.44 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.07 0.67
SEEKONK 13,425 98.3% 0 0 13,200 1.46 110.7 71.4% 78.7 1.04 19.0% 0.28 9.6% 0.14 13,959 98.3% 13,725 1.08 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.15 1.52
SWANSEA 17,359 99.9% 0 0 17,349 1.27 73.3 68.0% 49.9 0.87 24.2% 0.31 7.8% 0.10 17,781 99.9% 17,771 0.89 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.10 1.30
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
2000 1998-2002 2010 2010 2010 2010
COMMUNITY 2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2010 2010 2010 2010 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2010 2010
CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL 
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD,MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res  growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD
DIGHTON 6,175 63.0% 0 16 3,893 0.47 119.6 64.6% 77.7 0.30 24.9% 0.12 10.6% 0.05 6,960 63.04% 4,404 0.34 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.05 0.53
FALL RIVER 91,938 102.2% 0 0 94,000 13.67 145.4 42.4% 61.0 5.74 45.2% 6.25 12.4% 1.68 94,226 102.24% 96,339 5.88 6.41 0.15 0.00 6.56 1.38 13.82
FOXBORO 16,246 102.5% 0 0 16,660 2.02 121.1 65.8% 78.7 1.31 28.2% 0.59 6.1% 0.12 16,901 102.55% 17,332 1.36 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.61 0.13 2.10
MANSFIELD 22,414 98.1% 0 0 21,998 2.00 90.8 76.1% 69.1 1.52 16.2% 0.32 7.7% 0.16 26,116 98.14% 25,631 1.77 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.18 2.33
NORTH ATTLEBORO 27,143 95.8% 0 0 26,000 2.91 112.0 69.3% 77.7 2.02 17.2% 0.50 13.5% 0.39 29,174 95.79% 27,945 2.17 0.53 0.06 0.00 0.59 0.31 3.07
PLAINVILLE 7,683 110.6% 0 0 8,500 0.65 76.8 63.3% 48.7 0.41 23.2% 0.15 13.6% 0.09 8,423 110.63% 9,319 0.45 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.07 0.69
SEEKONK 13,425 98.3% 0 0 13,200 1.46 110.7 71.4% 78.7 1.04 19.0% 0.28 9.6% 0.14 14,128 98.32% 13,891 1.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.15 1.53
SWANSEA 17,359 99.9% 0 0 17,349 1.27 73.3 68.0% 49.9 0.87 24.2% 0.31 7.8% 0.10 18,052 99.94% 18,042 0.90 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.10 1.32
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
2000 1998-2002 2015 2015 2015 2015
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2015 2015 2015 2015 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2015 2015
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL 
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res  growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD
DIGHTON 6,175 63.0% 0 16 3,893 0.47 119.6 64.6% 77.7 0.30 24.9% 0.12 10.6% 0.05 7,422 63.04% 4,695 0.36 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.06 0.56
FALL RIVER 91,938 102.2% 0 0 94,000 13.67 145.4 42.4% 61.0 5.74 45.2% 6.25 12.4% 1.68 95,739 102.24% 97,886 5.97 6.51 0.15 0.00 6.66 1.40 14.04
FOXBORO 16,246 102.5% 0 0 16,660 2.02 121.1 65.8% 78.7 1.31 28.2% 0.59 6.1% 0.12 17,161 102.55% 17,598 1.38 0.62 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.13 2.13
MANSFIELD 22,414 98.1% 0 0 21,998 2.00 90.8 76.1% 69.1 1.52 16.2% 0.32 7.7% 0.16 28,114 98.14% 27,592 1.91 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.19 2.51
NORTH ATTLEBORO 27,143 95.8% 0 0 26,000 2.91 112.0 69.3% 77.7 2.02 17.2% 0.50 13.5% 0.39 30,418 95.79% 29,137 2.26 0.56 0.06 0.00 0.62 0.32 3.20
PLAINVILLE 7,683 110.6% 0 0 8,500 0.65 76.8 63.3% 48.7 0.41 23.2% 0.15 13.6% 0.09 8,914 110.63% 9,862 0.48 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.07 0.73
SEEKONK 13,425 98.3% 0 0 13,200 1.46 110.7 71.4% 78.7 1.04 19.0% 0.28 9.6% 0.14 14,565 98.32% 14,321 1.13 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.15 1.58
SWANSEA 17,359 99.9% 0 0 17,349 1.27 73.3 68.0% 49.9 0.87 24.2% 0.31 7.8% 0.10 18,327 99.94% 18,316 0.91 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.10 1.34
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
2000 1998-2002 2020 2020 2020 2020
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2020 2020 2020 2020 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2020 2020
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL 
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res  growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD
DIGHTON 6,175 63.0% 0 16 3,893 0.47 119.6 64.6% 77.7 0.30 24.9% 0.12 10.6% 0.05 7,884 63.04% 4,986 0.39 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.06 0.59
FALL RIVER 91,938 102.2% 0 0 94,000 13.67 145.4 42.4% 61.0 5.74 45.2% 6.25 12.4% 1.68 97,251 102.24% 99,432 6.07 6.61 0.15 0.00 6.76 1.43 14.26
FOXBORO 16,246 102.5% 0 0 16,660 2.02 121.1 65.8% 78.7 1.31 28.2% 0.59 6.1% 0.12 17,425 102.55% 17,869 1.41 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.13 2.17
MANSFIELD 22,414 98.1% 0 0 21,998 2.00 90.8 76.1% 69.1 1.52 16.2% 0.32 7.7% 0.16 30,112 98.14% 29,553 2.04 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.21 2.68
NORTH ATTLEBORO 27,143 95.8% 0 0 26,000 2.91 112.0 69.3% 77.7 2.02 17.2% 0.50 13.5% 0.39 31,552 95.79% 30,223 2.35 0.58 0.06 0.00 0.64 0.33 3.32
PLAINVILLE 7,683 110.6% 0 0 8,500 0.65 76.8 63.3% 48.7 0.41 23.2% 0.15 13.6% 0.09 9,405 110.63% 10,405 0.51 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.08 0.77
SEEKONK 13,425 98.3% 0 0 13,200 1.46 110.7 71.4% 78.7 1.04 19.0% 0.28 9.6% 0.14 15,002 98.32% 14,751 1.16 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.16 1.63
SWANSEA 17,359 99.9% 0 0 17,349 1.27 73.3 68.0% 49.9 0.87 24.2% 0.31 7.8% 0.10 18,606 99.94% 18,595 0.93 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.11 1.36
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2005 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
2010 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
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APPENDIX E-2:     2005 to 2020 WATER SUPPLY NEEDS FORECAST USING MISER DATA - METHOD 2
 
 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W
2000 1998-2002 POP 2005 2005 2005
COMMUNITY 2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2005 2005 2005 CHANGE RES. INC. IN INC. IN 2005
CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV 1998- GPCD RES NON RES 1998-2002 TOTAL
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP 2005 FACTOR ADD. MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 0.0% 0.00 0.0% 2.36 44,044 94.1% 41,467 1,860 70.0 0.13 0.07 5.19 5.39     
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 0.0% 0.00 0.0% 1.72 18,678 94.8% 17,704 421 70.0 0.03 0.18 3.11 3.32     
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.8% 0 42 8,734 0.99 113.1 64.1% 99.1 0.87 0.0% 0.00 0.0% 0.12 11,320 82.8% 9,409 676 70.0 0.05 0.01 0.99 1.04
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W
2000 1998-2002 POP 2010 2010 2010
COMMUNITY 2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2010 2010 2010 CHANG RES. INC. IN INC. IN 2010
CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV 1998- GPCD RES NON RES 1998-2000 TOTAL
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP 2010 FACTOR ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 0.00 0.0 0.0% 71.3 2.82 0.0% 0.00 0.0% -2.82 45,610 94.1% 42,942 3,335 70.0 0.23 0.13 5.19 5.55     
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 0.00 0.0 0.0% 80.4 1.39 0.0% 0.00 0.0% -1.39 18,743 94.8% 17,765 482 70.0 0.03 0.33 3.11 3.47     
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.8% 0 42 8,734 0.00 0.0 0.0% 99.1 0.87 0.0% 0.00 0.0% -0.87 11,778 82.8% 9,788 1,055 70.0 0.07 0.02 0.99 1.08
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W
2000 1998-2002 POP 2015 2015 2015
COMMUNITY 2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2015 2015 2015 CHANG RES. INC. IN INC. IN 2015
CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV 1998- GPCD RES NON RES 1998-2000 TOTAL
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP 2,015 FACTOR ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 0.00 0.0 0.0% 71.3 2.82 0.0% 0.00 0.0% -2.82 47,650 94.1% 44,862 5,255 70.0 0.37 0.20 5.19 5.76     
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 0.00 0.0 0.0% 80.4 1.39 0.0% 0.00 0.0% -1.39 19,114 94.8% 18,117 834 70.0 0.06 0.50 3.11 3.67     
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.8% 0 42 8,734 0.00 0.0 0.0% 99.1 0.87 0.0% 0.00 0.0% -0.87 12,254 82.8% 10,182 1,449 70.0 0.10 0.02 0.99 1.11
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W
2000 1998-2002 POP 2020 2020 2020
COMMUNITY 2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2020 2020 2020 CHANG RES. INC. IN INC. IN 2020
CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV 1998- GPCD RES NON RES 1998-2000 TOTAL
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP 2,020 FACTOR ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 0.00 0.0 0.0% 0.0 2.82 0.0% 0.00 0.0% -2.82 49,689 94.1% 46,782 7,175 70.0 0.50 0.28 5.19 5.97     
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 0.00 0.0 0.0% 0.0 1.39 0.0% 0.00 0.0% -1.39 19,484 94.8% 18,468 1,185 70.0 0.08 0.67 3.11 3.87     
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.8% 0 42 8,734 0.00 0.0 0.0% 0.0 0.87 0.0% 0.00 0.0% -0.87 12,749 82.8% 10,550 1,816 70.0 0.13 0.03 0.99 1.14
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APPENDIX E-3:     2005 to 2020 WATER SUPPLY NEEDS FORECAST USING MISER DATA - METHOD 1
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
2000 1998-2002 2005 2005 2005 2005
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2005 2005 2005 2005 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2005 2005 LESS GREATER
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL THAN THAN
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res  growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD 10% 10%
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 29.7% 1.54 15.8% 0.83 44,044 94.1% 41,467 2.96 1.61 0.00 0.00 1.61 0.51 5.07 0.86 0.51
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 45.7% 1.43 9.5% 0.29 18,678 94.8% 17,704 1.42 1.47 0.14 0.00 1.61 0.32 3.35 0.32 0.34
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.8% 0 42 8,734 0.99 113.1 64.1% 72.5 0.63 16.7% 0.13 19.1% 0.19 11,320 82.8% 9,409 0.68 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.09 0.92 0.20 0.09
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
2000 1998-2002 2010 2010 2010 2010
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2010 2010 2010 2010 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2010 2010 LESS GREATER
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL THAN THAN
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res  growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD 10% 10%
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 54.5% 71.3 2.82 19.4% 1.54 11.4% 0.83 45,610 94.1% 42,942 3.06 1.67 0.00 0.00 1.67 0.53 5.25 0.61 0.53
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 3.11 180.2 44.8% 80.4 1.39 42.5% 1.43 10.3% 0.29 18,743 94.8% 17,765 1.43 1.47 0.29 0.00 1.76 0.35 3.54 0.37 0.35
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.8% 0 42 8,734 0.99 113.1 64.1% 72.5 0.63 16.7% 0.13 18.4% 0.22 11,778 82.8% 9,788 0.71 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.10 0.95 0.19 0.10
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
2000 1998-2002 2015 2015 2015 2015
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2015 2015 2015 2015 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2015 2015 LESS GREATER
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL THAN THAN
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res  growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD 10% 10%
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 69.2% 71.3 2.82 19.4% 1.54 11.4% 0.83 47,650 94.1% 44,862 3.20 1.74 0.00 0.00 1.74 0.55 5.49 0.64 0.55
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 3.11 180.2 47.2% 80.4 1.39 42.5% 1.43 10.3% 0.29 19,114 94.8% 18,117 1.46 1.50 0.43 0.00 1.93 0.38 3.76 0.39 0.38
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.8% 0 42 8,734 0.99 113.1 64.9% 72.5 0.63 16.7% 0.13 18.4% 0.22 12,254 82.8% 10,182 0.74 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.10 0.99 0.20 0.10
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
2000 1998-2002 2020 2020 2020 2020
2000 2000 OUT OF 2000 2000 BASE 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 NON 1998-2002 1998-2002 2020 2020 2020 2020 NON RES NON RES NON RES TOTAL 2020 2020 LESS GREATER
COMMUNITY CENSUS SERVICE TOWN SESFACT SERVICE 1998-2002 AVG 1998-2002 RES. RES. NON RES. UAW UAW POP % SERV SERV RES ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD NON RES UAW TOTAL THAN THAN
POP POP POP POP POP ADD, MGD GPCD RES. % GPCD ADD, MGD RES. % ADD, MGD % ADD, MGD PROJECT POP POP ADD, MGD (pop growth) (non res  growth) (constant) ADD, MGD ADD, MGD ADD, MGD 10% 10%
ATTLEBORO 42,068 94.1% 0 0 39,607 5.19 131.0 69.2% 71.3 2.82 19.4% 1.54 11.4% 0.83 49,689 94.1% 46,782 3.34 1.82 0.00 0.00 1.82 0.57 5.72 0.66 0.57
SOMERSET 18,234 94.8% 0 0 17,283 3.11 180.2 47.2% 80.4 1.39 42.5% 1.43 10.3% 0.29 19,484 94.8% 18,468 1.49 1.53 0.57 0.00 2.10 0.40 3.98 0.41 0.40
WRENTHAM 10,554 82.8% 0 42 8,734 0.99 113.1 64.9% 72.5 0.63 16.7% 0.13 18.4% 0.22 12,749 82.8% 10,592 0.77 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.10 1.03 0.21 0.10
2005 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
2015 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
2020 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
2010 WATER NEEDS FORECAST
X:/1214 Ten Mile River/Method 1&2-MISER-11 23 2003 final.xls 12/10/03
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX F 
 
Water Supply Information 
 
 
 
APPENDIX F - Water Supply Information
Safe Yield Safe Yield Permitted Pumping Pumping Water
Municipality Water Supply 2000 to 2005 Capacity Capacity Source
gpm MGD MGD gpm MGD
Attleboro  4.4 5.7 5,900 8.50 Groundwater
Surface water
Subtotal 4.4 5.7 5,900 8.50
Dighton Cedar St. Well #1 included included 123 0.18 Groundwater
Cedar St. Well #2 0.37 0.37 131 0.19 Groundwater
Cedar St. Well #3 included included 293 0.42 Groundwater
Walker sty. Well #1 0.37 0.37 168 0.24 Groundwater
Walker sty. Well #2 183 0.26 Groundwater
Subtotal 0.74 0.74 1.29
Fall River Copicant Res. 6.5 6.37 7,361 10.60 Surface water
N. Watwppa Res. 8.5 8.22 16,667 24.00 Surface water
S. Watuppa Res. 9  Surface water
Subtotal 24 14.59 24,028 34.60
Foxboro Well Nos. 1 & 2A 700 1 0.64 484 0.70 Groundwater
Well No. 4 400 0.6 0.58 238 0.34 Groundwater
Well No. 5 400 0.6 0.58 301 0.43 Groundwater
Well No. 6 400 0.6 0.58 228 0.33 Groundwater
Well No. 7 250 0.4 0.36 194 0.28 Groundwater
Well No. 8 150 0.2 0.22 80 0.12 Groundwater
Well No. 9 400 0.6 0.58 395 0.57 Groundwater
Well No. 10 500 0.7 0.72 389 0.56 Groundwater
Well No. 12 325 0.5 0.47 212 0.31 Groundwater
Well No. 13 500 0.7 0.73 385 0.55 Groundwater
Subtotal 5.9 5.46 2,906 4.18
Mansfield Cate Springs No. 1 1.60 included 1,150 1.66 Groundwater
Prescott No. 8 1.30 2.00 700 1.01 Groundwater
Prescott No. 9 0.64 included 500 0.72 Groundwater
Albertini No. 2 0.33 0.33 500 0.72 Groundwater
Albertini No. 3 0.33 0.33 350 0.50 Groundwater
Albertini No. 4 0.32 0.32 250 0.36 Groundwater
Dustin No. 7 1.26 0.86 800 1.15 Groundwater
Robert E. Walsh 1.50 1.50 1,040 1.50 Groundwater
Witch Pond No. 6 1.00 1.00 700 1.01 Surface water
Witch Pond No.10 0.99 0.99 692 1.00 Surface water
Subtotal 9.26 2.40 6,682 9.62
North Attleborough Groundwater
Groundwater
Subtotal 2.8
Plainville Well No. 1 0.28 0.28 200 0.29 Groundwater
Well No. 2 0.28 0.39 200 0.29 Groundwater
Well No. 3 0.72 0.23 500 0.72 Groundwater
Well No. 5 0.26 0.26 180 0.26 Groundwater
Subtotal 1.54 1.16 1,080 1.56
Rehoboth No public water system.
Seekonk 171 Brown Ave 300 0.43 0.40 300 0.43 Groundwater
GP Wel No. 1 650 0.94 1.00 600 0.86 Groundwater
GP Well No. 2 700 1.01 0.86 500 0.72 Groundwater
GP Well No. 3 800 1.15 1.15 700 1.01 Groundwater
GP Well No. 4 600 0.86 0.86 500 0.72 Groundwater
GP Well No. 5 600 0.86 0.58 400 0.58 Groundwater
Subtotal 5.26 1.50 3,000 4.32
Somerset Well #2 403 0.58 0.58 300 0.43 Groundwater
Somerset Res. 3472 5 4.17 4,167 6.00 Surface Water
Subtotal 5.58 4.75 4467 6.43
Swansea Well #1 0 0.14 Groundwater
Well #2 0 0.14 Groundwater
Well #3 0 0.11 Groundwater
Well #4 Groundwater
Well #5 Groundwater
Well #6 Groundwater
Well #7 Groundwater
Well #8 1 0.72 Groundwater
Well #9 Groundwater
Well #10 Groundwater
Subtotal 1.5 1.5 3.50
Wrentham Well #2 0.95 0.95 600 0.86 Groundwater
Well #3 0.72 0.72 500 0.72 Groundwater
Well #4 0.66 0.66 500 0.72 Groundwater
Subtotal 2.33 2.33 1,600 2.30
Total  62.42 41.5 74.5
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX G 
 
MassGIS Datalayer Metadata 
 
 
 







































 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX H 
 
RIGIS Datalayer Metadata 
 
 
 
























 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX I 
 
Potential Future Water Supply Exploration 
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APPENDIX J 
 
Obtaining Streamflow Statistics for Massachusetts 
Streams on the World Wide Web 
 
 
 
 




